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It’s Official - Scotland Mission Country
Archbishop: we will find suitable priests from “wherever”...

POPE Francis will appoint a new [auxiliary] bishop
to help run Scotland's largest Catholic diocese
following the heart attack suffered by Archbishop
Philip Tartaglia (64) during a meeting of the Scots
Bishops in Salamanca, Spain in January.

Scotland's bishops have admitted that the Church
now needs the help of clergy and religious from the
developing world. Bishop William Nolan of Galloway
told his diocese that priests from an Indian
missionary order would soon be working in the
diocese.

Bishop Nolan said the priests coming from India to
Galloway were "not to plug gaps or to maintain the
current system", adding: "They are a missionary
order and they are coming because they see
Scotland as mission territory. They see a country
where the faith is tired and the faithful lack the
enthusiastic joy of the first Christians...”

Bishop Stephen Robson of Dunkeld, has admitted
that he, too, had arranged for an order of Indian nuns
to come to Dundee to run a care home, adding that
people had to accept Scotland is "now a mission
country".

Archbishop Philip Tartaglia, Glasgow

Bishop Robson added that while the Scottish Church
has historically been helped by clergy and religious
orders from Ireland it was now increasingly looking
to the developing world for support.

The Glasgow Archdiocese admits that it is"very likely
that we will continue to see priests from abroad
working here in the years to come", while a
spokesman for Archbishop Leo Cushley of St
Andrews and Edinburgh said it was important to
remember "the universal Church by its very nature
is missionary.”
Archbishop Tartaglia: These are undoubtedly testing
times for the Church. In these circumstances we
need always to look with the eyes of faith to Jesus
who tells us that we must not be afraid and who calls
us to trust in him.

For commentary on this news,
see p.2 Goodbye Glasgow

and editorial, p.20

As part of the festivities for the visit of the Dalai Lama to Glasgow, on Friday 28th May, 2004, St
Patrick’s church was the venue for a Singing Bowls Concert, led by a Buddhist nun who explained
and demonstrated the use and healing properties of said bowls in the sanctuary. Entrance fee £5.
The then Archbishop, Mario Conti replied to a concerned parishioner: “There are people who are
seeing heresy, schism and abuses all around them. [They]have no understanding of genuine
ecumenism…” This parish next hit the headlines when Polish student Angelika Kluk was murdered
there in 2006 - a case that was described in court as "sensational and bizarre in the extreme" and by
one senior police officer as “one of the most horrifying cases he had dealt with in 29 years.”

See p.20 for more…

Snapshot from voting poll
on the Catholic Truth website…
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If Archbishop Tartaglia of
Glasgow cannot manage
this job at the relatively
young age of 65, how is he
going to manage in his 70s?
However,  it has to be said
that not only will this
auxiliary bishop make no
difference (being but one
more Modernist voice in the

ultra – Modernist Bishops’ Conference of Scotland)
appointing a new Archbishop of Glasgow in the
current climate would make no difference either.
Only Modernists are being promoted.  That will
continue under Pope Francis.
Where does one start with the Archdiocese of
Glasgow? It has been in decline for decades now.
I remember watching “The Winning Way”, a
documentary about the late Cardinal Winning
(RIP).   He was quite open about building a “new
church” after Vatican II in the Archdiocese of
Glasgow. This counterfeit “church” all but wiped out
Catholicism in Glasgow.   He abandoned the
traditional liturgy and made it his priority to rip up
altar rails and remove ancient altars in favour of
table – style monstrosities.   Proper catechesis,
religious education and promotion of vocations all
went down the toilet.

Cardinal Winning’s big priority was always his
“pastoral plan” – a Protestant inspired concept
which originated in South America. It involved
groups of lay people meeting in each other’s homes
and reading the bible together. There’s nothing
particularly wrong with this at face value but it
should not be at the expense of Catholic liturgy,
devotions, catechesis and religious education.
He gathered together a group of very enthusiastic
lay people, religious and clergy to promote it in the
Archdiocese – the “Diocesan Pastoral Team”.  This
team was charged with leading the implementation
of the Pastoral Plan.
In reality, it never really got off the ground and the
Diocesan Pastoral Team became a sort of social
club, enjoying regular, booze-fuelled weekends
away on the Archdiocese’s dime.
When the Cardinal died and was replaced by
Archbishop Mario Conti,  most of his novelties were
abandoned and replaced by new novelties.  “Faith
Into Action” was initiated by Archbishop Conti and
encouraged lay Catholics to give very generously of
their money to vague and unspecific projects.  The
whole project was extremely unpopular right from
the beginning, with many people being outraged at
the hiring of a marketing company to promote the
project.   Again, like the Pastoral Plan, “Faith into
Action” was quietly forgotten about.

If there’s one thing Cardinal Winning and Archbishop
Conti had in common, it was a hatred of Traditional
Catholicism. Archbishop Conti may have conned
Catholics of the Archdiocese into thinking he was
more Traditional by sporadically celebrating the
Traditional Mass at the invitation of Una Voce and
forming a group to sing Gregorian chant.  However,
he did all he could to resist Pope Benedict’s Motu
Proprio “Summorum Pontificum” which removed
unjust restrictions on the Latin Mass. In fact, he
advertised a  “Latin Mass” (in St Patrick’s Anderston)
which turned out to be a novus ordo in Latin, thus
creating the impression that the archdiocese was
complying with Summorum Pontificum.

Under the last three Archbishops of Glasgow Mass
attendance has fallen, priestly ordinations have
fallen, two Scottish seminaries have closed and
parishes have closed.   Each one of them has
contributed to, and presided over, massive decline.
There have also been quite shocking scandals.  It
has to be said that one of the worst scandals has to
be the use of the religious education programme
“Alive-O” in Scottish Catholic  primary schools.  This
surely constitutes a crime against the Faith! This
scheme was worse than Protestant – closer to
pagan.  Yet it was promoted and defended by the
bishops of Scotland and their spokespersons.
The error of ecumenism has also been promoted by
successive archbishops.   Joint prayer services are
now a regular occurrence.  Scottish Catholic school
children took part in an ecumenical “Cantata”,
celebrating “Faith in Scotland”.  This “Cantata” was
supposed to contain a “litany” which included
asking for the intercession of John Knox!
Thankfully, Catholic Truth intervened and this was
dropped.
However, there have been quite shocking scandals
involving the clergy which have rocked the
Archdiocese of Glasgow.   In 2007, the parish priest
of Our Lady and St George was caught in his
Church performing sexual profanities in front of the
tabernacle.   After a short time absent, the priest
was back in public ministry and is a regular speaker
at retreats etc. Now, we cannot deny the priest a
fresh start after a period of penance, but should he
really be given the responsibility of running a
parish? Given the seriousness of his offences,
shouldn’t he spend the rest of his life in private
performing penance?
The parish of Saint Augustine’s in the Milton area of
Glasgow is another source of scandal.  At one point
this parish was served by two practising
homosexual priests. One was blackmailed by a
male prostitute he had been hiring in Kelvingrove
Park and the other was allegedly in a homosexual
relationship for many years.
There have been numerous scandals to befall the
Archdiocese.  Surely all are a symptom of the loss
of Faith? An auxiliary bishop is not going to make
any difference.  In the current climate, a new
archbishop wouldn’t really make a difference
either.     Things are rotten to the core and only a
traditional pope who appoints traditional bishops is
going to change things for the better.

Goodbye Glasgow Peter Mackin

Peter Mackin, a Glaswegian himself, is a
teacher who lives in Renfrewshire with his
wife and four children. He is a regular
contributor to the Catholic Truth newsletter
and blog.
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Irish Priest Rebukes
Archbishop of Dublin

Calls For National Public Reparation

You want a “reality check”?  Here’s a “reality check”…

Continued on p.7

Towards a ‘Reality Check’ of
the Church in Today’s World
As called for by Archbishop
Diarmuid Martin of Dublin

new Humanism. For we also, and we more than
anyone, are worshippers  of man". (Pope Paul VI,
‘Closing Homily of Vat II’, 7 December, 1965).

… “Let us content ourselves here with stating that
the text [of ‘Gaudium et Spes’] plays the role of a
counter-Syllabus to the measure that it represents
an attempt to officially reconcile the Church with the
world as it had become after 1789. On the other
hand, it permits us to understand the meaning of
this new relationship between the Church and the
Modern World. "World" is understood here, at
depth, as the spirit of modern times. The
consciousness of being a detached group that
existed in the Church viewed this spirit as
something separate from herself and, after the hot
as well as cold wars were over, she sought dialogue
and cooperation with it. (‘The Principles of Catholic
Theology’, Cardinal Ratzinger, 1982, P. 427).

From Modern Churchmen
“Our message desires to be, above all, a solemn,
moral ratification of this lofty Organization [the UN].
This message is born from our historic experience.
It is as a specialist in humanity that we bring to this
Organization the approval of our more recent
Predecessors, the entire Catholic Episcopate, and
our own, convinced as we are that this Organization
represents the obligatory pathway for modern
civilization and world peace". (Pope Paul VI at United
Nations, 4 Oct, 1965).

“According to the almost unanimous opinion of
believers and unbelievers alike, all things on earth
should be related to man as their centre and crown”.
(Vat II, ‘Gaudium et Spes’, 7 Dec. 1965, Par. 12).

“For this reason, love for God and neighbour is the
first and greatest commandment. *** Sacred
Scripture, however, teaches us that the love of God
cannot be separated from love of neighbour: "If there
is any other commandment, it is summed up in this
saying: Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself....
Love therefore is the fulfillment of the Law", (Rom.
13:9-10; cf. 1 John 4:20). To men growing daily more
dependent on one another, and to a world becoming
more unified every day, this truth proves to be of
paramount importance”. (Vat II, ‘Gaudium et Spes’, 7
Dec. 1965, Par 24).

“You modern humanists, or worshippers of humanity,
were used in place of  modern humanists who
renounce transcendental truths ought to pay tribute
to the Council for at least this and acknowledge our

From Scripture

Post-Referendum Ireland
It is just a few weeks since our world and our Church
- in the representation of the one and the other that
we call Ireland - in rejecting His loving and saving
plan for us offered ‘a grievous insult to God’ or as
Cardinal Burke put it Ireland: ‘defied God’. As a
nation it rejected the plan by which He who is Love
itself (I John 4:8) might bring us all to be with Him
forever and ever.

Reality Check One…
Let’s begin this ‘reality check’ at the beginning
where our reality began. When God made us He
presumably knew what He was doing and so the
making of us as male and female and, as thus
made, made in His image with the consequent
reality of Marriage and Family, (cf. Gen. 1:27) is
simply foundational to His loving plan for us. That
reality incorporates the way of living by which we
would literally learn how to truly love and so gain
the ability to live in the abode of God, the abode that
is Love Itself. Mankind in Adam and Eve rejected
the Creator’s plan and so began the reign of sin in
the world. Here one could recount the whole history
of mankind from that time to this. But it will be
enough to swiftly recall some major historical facts
that are affecting the present situation.
There is, for example, the whole story of the
so-called ‘Reformation’ better called a ‘revolution’
with the beginnings of the veritable destruction of
the Liturgy that we witness these days. Then came
the so-called ‘Enlightenment’ sweeping away as
it did the world of the Middle Ages and the almost
serene Christian hegemony in Europe. It culminated
in the notorious - and Masonic - French Revolution
when the ideas of ‘Liberty’, ‘Equality’ and ‘Fraternity’
came to the fore. (One could argue that those
notions are a pagan substitute for the Theological
Virtues of Faith, Hope and Charity). But one can -
by the very common use of the words themselves
- see how dominant the philosophies behind them
are in our world of today. Just note the Referendum
and ‘Equality’ – ‘Equality bringing about ‘Liberty’ and
‘Fraternity’ – salvation at last!
If in the modern world even Catholics – Bishops
included – have forgotten the centrality of those
facts, we should at least recognise that the devil will
not have forgotten them and he will – as in the
beginning – be always working to destroy
Marriage and Family in every way possible –
because of their centrality in God’s plan for
mankind.
This then is the context in which the devil brought
about such a Referendum in Ireland.

righteousness, and all these things will be added
to you”. (Matt 6:33).

… “Teacher, which Commandment in the law is the
greatest?’ He said to him: ‘You shall love the Lord
your God with all your heart, and with all your soul,
and with all your mind’. This is the greatest and first
Commandment. And a second is like it: ‘You shall
love your neighbour as yourself’.  On these Two
Commandments hang all the law and the prophets”.
(Matthew 22:36-40).

“But seek first the Kingdom of God and his

You’ll read the names of any number of
dissident priests and even bishops in rags like
The Tablet, but the “conservative-traditional”
clergy prefer not to be publicly (if at all)
associated with a “traditional” group like
ours, and thus their articles are submitted on
condition that we withhold their identities.
Introducing, therefore, (drum roll), the one
and only ‘Father McShamrock’, who  replies
to the Archbishop of Dublin’s  incredibly
ignorant response to the majority vote in
favour of same-sex marriage in Ireland:“The
Church needs a reality check right across the
board, to look at the things we are doing well
and look at the areas where we need to say,
have we drifted away completely from young
people?”
Below, Fr McShamrock begins his response
by quoting some statements from “modern
churchmen” which, he argues, reveal an
optimistic view of the world today which, in
turn,  prepared the way for what happened in
Ireland on 22nd May, 2015...

The reality is
that Ireland
has lost its
sense of sin

and the
Bishops

did not help
the nation to
reflect on this

key truth
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Abortion Condemned
By Earliest Christians

Dr David W T Brattston

This article presents the Christian attitude toward
abortion before the first ecumenical council, that is,
until AD 325.  Because the New Testament does
not comment on the morality of abortion, this article
considers the writings of the first generations of
Christians after the apostles, for they indicate that
opposition to abortion (1) was shared at a time
when the writers—or Christians not many genera-
tions earlier—personally knew the apostles or their
first disciples and thus benefited from their unwrit-
ten teachings and interpretations of Scripture, (2)
comes from a date so early that there was no
likelihood for the original gospel to have been al-
tered, and (3) is not based on only one interpreta-
tion of the Bible among many but was the
interpretation of Christians who were personally
familiar with the New Testament writers or their
early followers.
With the exception of one author who wrote at
length on the subject, early Christian writings do not
discuss abortion in depth but merely state in a few
words or phrases that it was forbidden to Christians.
Most of the authors of the period do not touch on the
subject but those who did considered it among the
worst of sins.
The earliest source is an anonymous church manu-
al of the late first century called The Didache.  It
commands ‘thou shall not murder a child by abor-
tion nor kill that which is begotten.’ (at 2.2)
The Epistle of Barnabas contains a similar guide to
Christian morality.  It was composed sometime
between AD 70 and 132 and was included in some
early versions of the New Testament.  In the midst
of several chapters of instructions on ethics, it
states: ‘Thou shall not slay the child by procuring
abortion; nor, again, shalt thou destroy it after it is
born.’ (19.5)  The latter phrase refers to the ancient
Greek and Roman practice of abandoning new-
borns to die in unpopulated areas if the baby was
the ‘wrong’ sex or suspected of health problems.
To the author of Barnabas, this practice and abor-
tion were equal in sinfulness.
Dating from just before AD 150, the Revelation of
Peter was still read in church services in fifth-centu-
ry Palestine.  It describes in detail the various pun-
ishments in hell according to different types of sin.
The punishment for women who induced miscar-
riage was to sit up to their necks in blood and dirt
while the aborted children shot sparks of fire into
their eyes (Chapter 25).  Clement of Alexandria, the
principal of Christendom's foremost Christian edu-
cational institution at the end of the second century,
accepted these statements as an accurate exposi-
tion of the Faith (Extracts from the Prophets 41; 48;
49).
In Paedagogus 2.10.96 Clement spoke negatively
of women who ‘apply lethal drugs which directly
lead to death, destroying all humane feeling simul-
taneously with the fetus’.

Clement and other early Christian writers often quot-
ed from the Sibylline Oracles as the work of a pagan
prophet who had predicted the coming Christ like
the Jewish ones.  Later, the Sibyllines were rewrit-
ten to increase the proportion of Christian ethical
teaching.  Oracle 2 describes abortion as contrary
to God's law, while Oracle 3 commands people to
raise their children instead of angering God by killing
them.
A Plea for the Christians was written around AD 177
by ‘Athenagoras the Athenian, Philosopher and
Christian’, partly to convince the Roman Emperor
that there was no truth in the rumour that Christians
ritually murdered and ate babies.  In declaring that
such a practice was contrary to Christian ethics,
Athenagoras emphasised the sacredness of unborn
life:
And when we say that those women who use drugs
to bring on abortion commit murder, and will have to
give an account to God for the abortion, on what
principle should we commit murder?  For it does not
belong to the same person to regard the very foetus
in the womb as a created being, and therefore an
object of God's care, and when it has passed into
life, to kill it; and not to expose an infant, because
those who expose them are chargeable with child-
murder. (Chapter 35)
To Athenagoras, abortion was the same as aban-
doning a newborn and other murder.
The Octavius of Minucius Felix was composed
sometime between AD 166 and 210, in part to prove
that Christians had a higher morality than pagans.
In condemning pagan practices, Chapter 30 de-
plores the fact that ‘There are some women who, by
drinking medical preparations, extinguish the source
of the future man in their very bowels, and thus
commit [murder] before they bring forth.’
Our next author is Tertullian, a lawyer who became
a Christian and a theological writer.  He wrote a
large number of books on Christianity, three of
which mention abortion: Apologeticum (AD 197), An
Exhortation to Chastity (around AD 204) and On the
Soul (between AD 210 and 213).
The Apologeticum was an introduction to Christiani-
ty for inquirers who wished to learn about it.  Chap-
ter 9 acquaints readers with the Christian position
on abortion: murder being once for all forbidden, we
[Christians] may not destroy even the foetus in the
womb, while as yet the human being derives blood
from other parts of the body for its sustenance.  To
hinder a birth is merely a speedier man-killing; nor
does it matter whether you take away a life that is
born, or destroy one that is coming to the birth.
On the Soul was the longest work related to abortion
in the first three centuries of Christianity.  According
to Chapter 37, ‘The embryo therefore becomes a
human being in the womb from the moment that its
form is completed.  The law of Moses, indeed,
punishes with due penalties the man who shall
cause abortion, inasmuch as there exists already

the rudiment of a human being.’
In An Exhortation to Chastity 12 Tertullian men-
tioned that there were many difficulties in raising
children but he asked: ‘Are you to dissolve the
conception by aid of drugs?’ and answers his own
question with ‘I think to us [Christians] it is no more
lawful to hurt a child in the process of birth, than one
already born.’  He recommended that life-long celi-
bacy makes life freer because it relieves a Christian
from the burdens of raising children; there is no
alternative because, after a child is conceived, it is
forbidden to kill it.
In the early decades of the third century, Hippolytus
was a bishop in central Italy.  Later, his followers
purported to elect him bishop of Rome in opposition
to another candidate, thus becoming the first ‘anti-
pope’. For a few years Hippolytus and his rival
operated competing church organisations.  In his
Refutation of All Heresies he made many accusa-
tions of lax morality against the opposing side in an
attempt to maintain that it had departed from the
standard of behaviour commanded by the gospel.
Among other practices, he charged that in the oppo-
site camp: women, reputed believers, began to
resort to drugs for producing sterility, and to gird
themselves round, so to expel what was being con-
ceived on account of their not wishing to have a
child either by a slave or by any paltry fellow, for the
sake of their family and excessive wealth. (9.7)
Whatever the truth in these allegations against Hip-
polytus’ opponents, this passage indicates shared
disapproval of abortion, sexual promiscuity, and
placing material considerations above the life of
unborn children.
A generation after Tertullian, Cyprian, the bishop of
his city, listed abortion among the sins of a Christian
who was causing a deep rift in the universal Church
(Letter 52.2).  By including the reference, he indicat-
ed that it was impermissible among Christians.
The Apostolic Church Order or Ecclesiastical Can-
ons of the Apostles were composed around AD 300
as a short law-book for Christians, ostensibly by
eleven apostles.  Its wide popularity is evidenced by
the fact that it was translated into several languages.
Included in Chapter 6 is a prohibition that Christians
shall not kill a child, at birth or afterward.
The Emperor Constantine legalised Christianity in
AD 314.  This was the year Lactantius completed his
decade of labour on the Divine Institutes.  In it, he
stated that when God forbids homicide, He prohibits
not only illegal violence but even causing death in a
manner allowed by secular laws.  It is a very grave
sin to kill newborns ‘for God breathes into their souls
for life, and not for death.’  It is a crime to ‘deprive
souls as yet innocent and simple of the light’ which
God has given (6.2).

Continued on p.5
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Lactantius' Epitome 64 similarly states that exposing
or killing an infant is included in the Lord’s prohibi-
tion of murder.
After Christianity was legalised, congregations in
various regions held conferences to regulate the
affairs of the Church.  One objective was to stand-
ardise the practices of excommunication and pen-
ances.  About the time of Constantine’s conversion,
or perhaps a few years before, the Council of Elvira
in Spain decreed that anyone who committed abor-
tion was to be given the Eucharist only when in
danger of death (Canon 63).  This was the same
penalty as for repeated adultery and child-molesting
(Canons 47 and 71).  The more lenient Council of
Ancyra in Turkey (AD 314) enacted a ten-year sus-
pension for women who caused abortion and for
makers of drugs that induced miscarriage (Canon
21).  The first ecumenical council, held at Nicaea in
AD 325, did not itself condemn abortion but the third
ecumenical council (Chalcedon, AD 451) adopted
the decrees of Ancyra, including those against abor-
tion.
The Scriptures contain only one passage on abor-
tion: Exodus 21.22-25. The only early Christian
commentary on it was by a preacher and Bible
scholar named Origen.  He had succeeded Clement
as president of the famous seminary at Alexandria
and later established his own in Palestine.  Around
AD 240 he preached a series of sermons on Exo-
dus, including Exodus 21. As was his custom, he did
not comment on the obvious meaning of the pas-
sage but treated its contents as a series of symbols
about higher spiritual truths and about other aspects
of the Christian life (Homilies on Exodus 10.2).
In short, in the first three centuries after Jesus all
Christian authors who mentioned abortion consid-
ered it a grave sin.  Although Origen mentioned it
without discussing its sinfulness, no Christian author
in the three hundred years after Christ condoned it.
This opposition was not merely local: Christian
sources in Spain, Italy, Tunisia, Greece, Egypt,
Turkey and Syria recognised abortion as forbidden
by God and in the same category as any other
murder.  The condemnation was universal and
unanimous.

Abortion Condemned By  Earliest Christians…Continued from p.4

Wendy’s Work: Interview
With An Inspiring Pro-Lifer …

Q.1 Wendy, what led to your involvement in
pro-life work?
A My pro-life work really started just after having
my third baby in 1970 – a little girl.  Loving children
so much I could not believe it when people started
talking about terminations, and as my marriage was
racially mixed West Indian, most of my friends were
in mixed marriages too.  It was obvious doctors were
asking: “do you want this baby?” And lots of girls
were under intense pressure from parents, teachers,
social workers, medics, to have abortions as well as
being told “your baby will be mixed race – it will be
un-adoptable...” One day, I read an article in a
magazine which gave details about the newly
formed LIFE , Save The Unborn Child.  With my
baby in my arms I remember writing a very long
detailed letter to LIFE and was so happy to receive
a positive reply, very friendly.  I then found out there
was a fledgling SPUC group in Luton  (Society for
the Protection of the Unborn Child) and contacted
them, as well.  It was very difficult due to a very busy
home life, but my pro-life work became so important
to me. It was so different in those days, with only
abortion to fight. Now the proverbial Pandora’s Box
has been opened and the reproductive Hydra has
at least a dozen heads, with every reproductive ill
there is.  Horrendous.
Q.2 Your daily commitment is awesome, with
emailed updates coming thick and fast – how
does this fit in with your family life?
A All my children are grown up and I live alone
in a little disabled flat. My children all grew up with
pro-life work, so nothing’s changed now and with my
aches and pains, once again it’s proving a
wonderful thing to concentrate on when things are
tough. I get great joy from my family and relish time
with my grandchildren as well as reading, knitting
for the family, and crochet, but the pro-life work has
to be completed first!  In a way, my whole life
revolves around pro-life matters and fighting the
abortionists, and has done for very many years.
Q.3 In my own experience, I know of only a
handful of dedicated Catholic pro-lifers. Indeed,
when we run pro-life topics on our blog, they
draw very few comments apart from our regular
contributors and a couple of known pro-life
activists. As someone who is not a Catholic,
what is your own experience – are you pleasantly
surprised or disappointed at the attitude of
Catholics to pro-life issues and events?

A This is a very mixed bag. I feel extremely sad that
everybody, whatever colour or creed, do not seem
to care about the predicament. In my years I have
known marvellous pro-life people, mainly Catholics;
alas a lot have passed away – Father James Morrow
and the amazing Father Paul Marx OSB, RIP were
truly pro-life angels amongst us.  Mrs Victoria Gillick,
the anti-pill campaigner and a mum of ten, now with
nearly fifty grandchildren is another.
I have been to hundreds of pro-life Masses; they
always left me in tears, especially the Latin ones, so
timeless. In the beginning there were pro-life rallies,
wonderful literature, a very great zeal and healthy
little groups all over the country.  Time ticked on,
people died, groups floundered and refused to speak
up, stopped producing pro-life literature with
depictions of aborted babies, would not go outside
mills, almost became apologetic for being pro-life. A
lot of wonderful young men and women [who went
outside mills] went into monasteries or convents. And
sadly, a lot of priests were not pro-life and refused
to help, even when reported to bishops – it was
heartbreaking.

It is painful when people are reluctant to write letters,
sign petitions, go outside mills, interview would-be
political candidates, in general “get their hands dirty”.
I know we live in a very different world now and how
vile and violent the opposition can be and how weary
and battle-worn pro-lifers are, especially on political
matters, with all the tabloids against us, but it just
makes me more determined to keep on, really.
Though I am not a Catholic, I do have a huge
devotion to Our Blessed Lady of Guadalupe. When
I used to go outside mills and hospitals, when the
Sacred Image was there, we saved babies, and the
police never came or if they did were gentle. If the
Sacred Image was not there, it was a whole different
[thing]. We risked arrest with some appalling bullish
officers, often high ranking. And we did not get the
saves, and the threat of violence was also there.
When it boils down, though, if there was no Catholic
input from day one, with hardly any opposition from
other churches, no pro-life groups would exist.  A
chilling and horrible thought.
Q.4 Which, if any, of the pro-life organisations
do you consider is having a positive impact on
the general public and politicians, in terms of
changing public opinion on the Abortion Law?
A I love Abort 67. They are the brave people who
risk life and limb to show the truth. Helpers of God’s

Continued on p.6, column 2

‘Thou shall not
murder a child
by abortion nor
kill that which
is begotten.’

(Didache  2.2)

Dr David W T Brattston is a retired lawyer whose
freelance articles on early and contemporary
Christianity have been published by a wide variety
of publications in every major English-language
country.  He resides in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia,
Canada, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Every day, without fail, informative
emails pile into the inboxes of those of
us blessed to be included in Wendy
Walker’s daily bulletins, as she uses the
internet to campaign, untiringly, to spark
us all to action on behalf of the unborn
child. Wendy’s emails bring links to
newspaper reports, alerts to television
programmes, statement by politicians,
reports/photos of pro-life activism -
anything which might advance the pro-
life cause. Kindly, Wendy agreed to an
email interview with the editor of
Catholic Truth.
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Precious Infants and Good Counsel Network also
have never given up, as they go outside mills and
offer a real alternative to people thinking of abortion.
There is another brave venture in the pipeline,
focusing on suing hospitals and mills for botched
abortions – hitting them in their stygian coffers.
And great individuals who go outside these charnel
houses offering (as dear Fr Morrow put it), the only
love those doomed babies will ever get on this earth,
making the case for these precious unseen lives.
I also feel there is so much pro-life treasure to tap,
like unfound oil fields.  We have thousands of
African churches springing up, great pools of pro-life
Muslims, Pentecostals, I wonder why all pro-life
people cannot join together to spread our so
important word into every crevice of our world.
The abortionists never ask who is a Catholic,
Pentecostal, Atheist – they all join in their pernicious
call for more infant bloodlust. When I hear so-called
pro-lifers saying “Oh I can’t mix with Catholics, even
stand outside a mill near them” or “I would not want
to be involved with people of eastern religions or
non-believers, I think it’s both abhorrent and tragic.
Q.5 This question is optional, Wendy, in case
you think it is too intrusive, but I wouldn’t be
doing my job as editor of a traditional Catholic
publication if I didn’t ask!   Here goes…
Since (I think I’m correct in saying) most people
tend to associate pro-life work with the Catholic
Church, is there any reason why you are not
seeking membership of the Church?
A Maybe it’s because I’m a stubborn old donkey.
Maybe I do not have the zeal of faith others do. I
believe in God and Jesus and Our Blessed Lady of
Guadalupe, but I really have never felt that push to
join. I have been to Walsingham, a little piece of
Heaven on earth and other lovely places.
I have seen and heard some terribly disappointing
behaviour from men of the cloth and I do feel the
Church is, in some way, failing to do its duty. It’s
almost like it’s apologetic now on moral issues and
weakening on so-called contraception, sterilization,
abortion and homosexuality. People say they hardly
ever hear sermons on these issues. It’s a great
tragedy. Despite knowing how evil some charities
are, most churches will collect for them, despite
seeing literature explaining what they do.
I have seen marvellous Catholics berated in letters,
phone calls, because they have complained about
a range of things contradictory to Catholic teaching
and I have heard them say they cannot fight any
more, they have given up. This tears me apart. If
we give up the fight then we are giving up on murder
– I wonder what they will tell God on Judgement
Day? I hope and pray that everyone who feels for
these babies will find the power and strength to
never give up and to not give into Satan.
Ed: Well said, Wendy. Thank you for your time and
wonderful example, which will inspire our readers,
no doubt about it.  As a point of interest, the great
convert, Cardinal John Henry Newman, now
beatified, had the same problem - he could not see
the mark of “holiness” in the Church which kept him
an Anglican. Then he met [Blessed] Dominic
Barberi, a very holy priest, who brought him to
understand that the Church is holy because Christ
is holy - not because the members are holy. We’re
not!

Wendy’s Work - Interview…Continued from p.5

Wendy Walker, who lives in Luton, is a 65 years
old Mother of eight, Grandmother of seventeen,
and Great Grandmother of two, who says: “I
have no profession, except being an ardent pro-
lifer – the best job in the world!”

To receive Wendy’s daily pro-life bulletins, email
wendy_walker95@hotmail.com
(wendy [underscore _ ) etc.

From Wendy’s E-mail Updates…

First Pro-Life Activity outside abortion clinic in
Basingstoke, England, June, 2015.
“This first witness was a great success thanks be
to God. We had 23 people including two religious
and the Priest lead the Holy Rosary. We met at a
large roundabout so all the cars saw us and we
received many hoots of support and only one man
throwing a can at us!”

Police have today arrested a man on suspicion of

murdering a 24-year-old mother-of-two who was

six months pregnant. Nadia Khan and her

unborn child died after she was stabbed in the

chest at her home in Bradford yesterday. Daily Mail

Online, 14/6/15 (Emphasis added)

And evidencing the
confusion/double standards in
the media…

The state-opening of Parliament took place on
Wednesday, 27/5/15 where [Abort 67] were back
with our banners to expose abortion to the public
and the royals. Above  is the queen passing our
display. Below, police cover up our right of freedom
of speech and expression.

Bishop Nolan has announced that his Diocese of
Galloway has welcomed a missionary religious order
from India. The bishop is quoted on page 1 of this
edition saying: "They are a missionary order and they
are coming because they see Scotland as mission
territory. They see a country where the faith is tired
and the faithful lack the enthusiastic joy of the first
Christians...”

It was interesting, therefore to read about the project
“Embracing Change” on the diocesan website:

Diocese
of

Galloway
Embracing
(yet more)
Change…

Roving Reporter

Let’s create
a brand new

Church!
“Embracing Change – St Mary’s Deanery - an
update from the outreach to the poor group. A
group of us, from across the parishes in the Dean-
ery, got together as part of Embracing Change, to
look at how we could be do more to respond to our
neighbours in need. Other groups are looking at
involving young people, developing ministry and
supporting spirituality. We believe that the Em-
bracing Change process is about awakening the
Church rather than about the shortage of priests or
the closure of parishes. This is an opportunity to
contribute to creating a different Church and
serving others.
dannymurray.stevenston@btinternet.com “

The Editor of Catholic Truth emailed Danny Murray
ON 27/6/15, using the email address above, which
was provided on the diocesan website: she wrote:
My attention has been drawn to your contribution to
the website of the Diocese of Galloway, in relation
to their “Embracing Change” enterprise.

I would welcome your clarification, on the following
extracts, for the purposes of a short report in our
newsletter.

I’d like you to explain what you mean by “develop-
ing ministry” (since, by definition, it is only priests
who “minister” – see the Vatican Instruction on the
Laity 1997 which states that the term “ministry” is
not correctly applied to lay people).

Continued on p.9, column 3

mailto:wendy_walker95@hotmail.com
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Reality Check Two…
Speaking of God's love and our sin we should
especially remember that which is so often forgotten
these days - and the forgetting of which is
foundational to the extreme disaster that humanity
is in - the forgetting of that which St. John reminds
us: "It is not our love for Him but His love for us in
that He sent His Son to die on a Cross for us while
we were still sinners", (cf. 1 John 4:10).

What I am to trying to explain here is not alone the
explanation for the Referendum disaster in this -
that used to be a 'Catholic Country' – but
almost more importantly the disaster that
is being planned by the devil for the
Church and the world through the
upcoming Synod on the Family.
The first thing that happens when we lose the sense
of the primacy of God's creative and salvific love for
us is that we immediately lose the sense of sin' -
meaning we lose the sense of ourselves as being
not just capable of turning away from Him and His
life-giving Commandments but of actually the doing
of that turning away – the sinning - in our daily lives.
The next thing that happens us is that we inevitably
turn in on ourselves making ourselves the primary
aim of our living and therefore making our own
judgements on things - the judgements by which we
say that this or that is 'good' for me to do or
'not-good' for me to do. We decide for ourselves
what is the loving way or what is not.
One does not have to be an out-and-out denier of
the Catholic Faith to do this. It can be done and - is
being done - by so very many practising Catholics'
these days. Indeed we all tend to do it every day in
one way or another, small or great. This is what we
call 'the tendency to sin that is in our bones' and
that is one of the results of Original Sin ('an essential
truth of our Faith', Catechism of the Catholic Church
(CCC) # 388) and that, as St. Paul says, is the very
law of sin that is in our bones, (cf. Rom. 7:7-25). The
reality is that the Church in Ireland in reflecting on
the Referendum did not remember the truth of sin
and its effects – and were not helped to do so by
Church leadership.
In this way, as Pope Pius XII said: "The sin of the
century is the loss of the sense of sin" - a sentence
repeated by Pope John Paul II and referred to by
Pope Benedict XVI.
Thus we decide what is love and what is not love -
what is sin and what is not sin. This became the
dominant operative notion - even in the Church in
1968 with the almost total and deliberate rejection
of the Teaching of all the previous centuries of the
Church as contained in the Encyclical, 'Humanae
Vitae'. That rejection was propagated by Cardinals,
Bishops and Clergy around the world under the
guise of people being told to: "Follow your
conscience". And because of the law of sin in our
bones and its effects of the darkening of our wills
and the weakening of our understanding, people
began to do just that – follow their self-determined
consciences. In those ways the grave sinfulness of
artificial birth control is very very seldom, if ever,
mentioned these days. That sin has been beatified!
That tendency in mankind and in the Church was
reinforced during the time of - and because of - the
turning away from God and the turning towards man
that took place at Vatican Council II.
A small indication of that is the present practise of
Mass ‘Facing-the-People’ instead of facing God -

Fr McShamrock: “Reality Check”…Continued from p.3
with the Celebrant grinning at and distracting the
people and they doing likewise to him!  So that the
Mass has to a large extent become a celebration of
man by man and for man and God should be very
pleased with us that we are there singing those ‘nice’
hymns and participating in the ceremonies! And at
the end of Mass we all clap and thank the choir and
the servers, various others and one another for
coming and making ‘our celebration such a happy
one’. No wonder that fewer and fewer people go to
Mass – that kind of carry-on gets so boring after a
time!

 "The sin of
the century is
the loss of the
sense of sin"

Pope Pius XII

Reality Check Three…
Truly the 'chickens' hatched during those years have
now come home to roost - with a vengeance. Forty-
seven years later the same 'teaching' was widely
heard all over this benighted country in respect to the
Referendum. Even the Bishops were constantly
saying in their 'guidance' concerning voting in the
Referendum: "Think about the matter but follow your
own conscience. Church and State are separate. We
will not tell you how to vote". So that's what all the
good citizens did - Catholics included. They all voted
simply according to their consciences.  But, people
are so blinded by the lies and falsities of the world
around them, that they do not even recognise that
there can be such a thing as a false or mis-informed
conscience! They say: “Having read the Newspapers,
looked at the TV and listened to the Radio, I have
‘thought’ about the issues and am now making up my
own mind – and voting ‘Yes’”.
Because even the Church authorities seemed to refer
to the Referendum question as a response to the way
the matter was being dealt with in and by the media,
i.e. as a question of ‘equality’, they did not refer to
the underlying issues involved. They did not put these
issues before the people for the instruction of their
consciences as they are obliged to do by their office
of the Teaching Ministry.
A priest told of how on the Sunday following the vote
he had asked some of his elderly parishioners after
Mass how they voted and they told him that they had
voted 'Yes' and did so because the media told them
all about 'equality' and they now recognised how
these people 'luv' one another and so should not be
deprived of marriage! They should be ‘equal’ with us!
And now because the 'Yes' side won the vote that's
it and that's all okay! And the Clergy say: "Now we
must move on"! It’s all too disturbing!

Reality Check Four…
Central to the whole issue is the fact that the notion
of ‘Love’ is so confused and abused in the modern
world that it would be better it we were to come up
with another word for what we are talking about –
that’s why I have used the word ‘luv’ above. The
Church – as mandated to do - does give us guidance.
She uses another word for ‘love’, the word ‘Charity’.

In  # 1822 of the Catechism of the Catholic Church
we are taught that Charity is: ‘The theological virtue
by which we love God above all things for His own
sake, and our neighbour as ourselves for the love
of God’.
Now according to St. Thomas Aquinas to love
another is to will and to do that which is for the
other’s real good – the ultimate ‘good’ being that of
helping the other to get to Heaven.
The problem is that now the actual understandings
of Love and Marriage are not based on these
cold-blooded realities of the God-given Natural Law
– that is, the truth of who we are and what that’s all
about - but simply on the emotional feely-weely
movie and media driven things  called 'relationships'.
That 'thing' - whatever it is - could be given the name
'luv'! It certainly is not ‘love’!
All this is now being put before people even in the
Church - even in regards to the items that will be
discussed in the upcoming Synod on Marriage and
the Family.  It's all part of the new 'Theology of Love'
- an abstract interpretation that separates sex from
procreation, thereby allowing forms of extra-marital
unions and same-sex attractions based simply on
emotions rather than biological reality. Gone is the
Catholic view of Marriage, which can only be open
to to the possibility of the procreation of children and
therefore within the stable bounds of an Indissoluble
Marriage. But now they are saying that if this or that
couple really 'luv' one another now, - in the sense of
‘luv’ given above - how can we refuse them Holy
Communion even if they have 'luved' another before
in the Sacrament of Marriage? Isn’t there something
‘good’ in their ‘luving’? Doesn’t Jesus want to come
to them to aid them in their ‘luving? If those two men
or two women 'luv' one another, how can we not
bless their 'luving relationship'? And surely Jesus
who is 'LUV' wants to come to them too! These
things were said even in the first session of the
Synod on the Family last October!

Reality Check Five…
To speak about the fiction of ‘gay marriage’ is to
speak about certain sexual actions that two women
or two men indulge in with respect to each other. In
the circumstances of so-called ‘gay marriage’ those
actions are simply acts of engaging in sexual activity
outside of marriage and are thus according to the
Sixth and Ninth Commandments of God gravely
sinful. Such acts do not fall within the bounds of
doing good to the other and therefore are in no way
acts of ‘love’ towards the other. Rather than helping
the other get to Heaven they send the one and the
other on the way to hell.
Few consider what the moral valuations of those
acts are in the light of the Sixth and Ninth
Commandments. Few are concerned that those
'relationships' are extremely fragile. Few  look at the
‘divorce’ rate of those who have already been in a
‘gay marriage’. Few ever ask those who know about
the deep-seated pain, about the depression, that
these unfortunate people suffer. Few talk about the
suicide rate among homosexual people who are
active in the living out of their sexuality - And yet
everybody proclaims their love for these our brothers
and sisters.
Those who voted ‘Yes’ in the Referendum did so
because they ‘luved’ them – they were ‘luving’ them
into hell and thus they themselves were at least
objectively sinning grievously.

Continued on p.9
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N O T I C E S
Sincere gratitude to everyone who donated to our
funds following the June edition. We are, as ever,
deeply impressed and touched by your generosity.
To save postage, we no longer write letters of
acknowledgement for your individual donations
although if you include an email address, Editor
will thank you personally. Email addresses are
included with all PayPal donations online.
And, of course, a special word of gratitude  to
our Standing Order donors  because these regular
donations very much help us with our planning.

Our postage costs are
rising steadily, so be
assured that your
generosity is truly greatly
appreciated. Thank you.

Miss McMoneypenny

For whosoever shall give you to
drink a cup of water in My name,
because you belong to Christ:
amen I say to you, he shall not
lose his reward.
                                 (Mark 9:40)

Email List
Due to steeply rising postage costs, we are
asking online readers to read the newsletter on
our website where it is published in full. So,if you
can, please transfer to our e-mail list by
contacting editor@catholictruthscotland.com

It is only very infrequently that I log on to your blog.
Believe me this is not in any way a criticism of your
blog. I see that you have sent a letter of complaint
about Mgr Basil Loftus to his bishop. I know that I
am too late to add my name but I really would have
liked to add it. I know Basil Loftus... John Rayner,
Leeds

I am deeply grateful to you for forwarding regular
copies of Catholic Truth which I appreciate so much.
[Following] recent events in Ireland (Ed: 62% vote in
favour of same-sex marriage) sincere and good
Catholics are broken hearted to see their traditional
Catholic religion treated with such disdain. The wrath
of God can’t be too far off for this country. The
politicians of all parties and a great number of the
clergy are a complete and utter disaster. May God
have mercy on us all.
I don’t have access to the internet so I am dependent
on receiving paper via mail. God bless you all and
the great work you are doing. Carmel Burke (Mrs),
Republic of Ireland

Why is Catholic Truth… so Jansenist, so appalled
by the idea of God's Mercy?  So apparently con-
vinced of their moral and spiritual superiority to
other Catholics and the world in general (as were
the Pharisees) [Ed: note - no evidence to substantiate
this nasty accusation/name-calling.]

St Paul wrote that he was “the greatest of sinners”
do you imagine yourselves to be better than he?
[Ed: nope.] Why do you imagine yourselves to be
any less desperately in need of God's Mercy than
the worst of unbelievers and sinners ? [Ed: we don’t.]

Do you forget St John Vianney's remark, that to
make any progress towards Heaven, we must each
- as a first step ! - realise ourselves to be the
greatest of all sinners? [Ed: nope. We remember.]

To attack Our Lord's messages to St Faustina as not
giving sufficient weight to divine Justice is absurd -
it is precisely His Justice that makes His Mercy (and
its proclamation) so necessary and urgent,
especially in these, The Last Days. [Ed: discussing
in order to learn is not to “attack”. Gimme strength.]
Anthony Buck, by email
Ed: you’ve really lost me. “Appalled by God’s mercy”?
Gerragrip. Nothing has been said in our newsletter, website
or blog, which is contradictory to the Faith, so instead of
wasting your time writing to insult us, calling us names, why
not direct your energy to writing to the Pope to ask him to
consecrate Russia to Our Lady, as she has asked [on
behalf of Her Son] and to correct the various dissenting
“Catholic” publications, sold in churches throughout the UK,
which attack dogma and morals with impunity?  Why not
write to berate your bishop for allowing such a scandal,
among others, as you have written to berate us for doing
no more than is our duty as Confirmed Catholics, which is

Change of Address…
Please note that our postal address

has changed.
As from 21 August, 2015,

communications should be
addressed to us at
10 Newton Place,
Glasgow, G3 7PR

Enclosing a copy of ‘Family & Life’ (F & L)  given to
me by a friend with Dublin connections.  I found an
article Reflections on the Irish Referendum on
same-sex “marriage”  enlightening and interesting.
Talking to people (one a young priest), I had the view
that the bishops and clergy in the Republic failed
miserably to direct and [be] firm on the need to vote
NO.  The F & L article, however, does NOT support
this. Big USA “money” - “power-pushers” (Obama,
Clinton etc) and the “mob” (equivalent of the
Cybernauts) all made the contest unbalanced. So,
I think the view I held was unfair. You can examine
the details and judge. George Mills, Glasgow.
Ed: what a tactful letter! You are a born diplomat! Because,
your “view” (before you read F & L) is exactly the view
which we published in our June edition. And we stand by
every word. Two key points which you omitted from your
thinking before siding with F & L. (1) Family & Life is a
pro-life group with the very same fatal flaw that afflicts just
about every other pro-life group that springs to mind:  their
adherents are usually Catholics of the papolatry mindset,
who can’t bring themselves to lay the blame for the
decadent state of our society where it belongs, at the feet
of the Bishops and Pope. (2) Our Irish readers and
bloggers disagree about the money, saying it wouldn’t have
mattered if the NO campaign had been financed up to its

eyeballs. Of course, the Church in Ireland could
undoubtedly have done more, put more money into the
opposition, instead of publicly attacking the NO campaign
and refusing to side openly with them. Disgraceful, and
outrageous that any pro-life publication would fail to
denounce that episcopal negligence. The Irish referendum
was won by the homosexuals, NOT because of money,
but because of the apostasy.  Ireland is now lost to the
Catholic Church. Fact. No use blaming USA money - blame
the Irish Bishops for failing to point out the slick advertising
aimed at getting them all to defy God’s law. It’s their fault
that the Faith has been expunged. So, away with the likes
of F & L and other neo-Catholic publications. Why on
EARTH would you take their excuses over the words of
the bishops themselves quoted on the very front page of
our June edition? The words of the priests quoted on page
12? Why? In fact, here’s a leak straight from the editor’s
desk - it’s the refusal of readers to truly join up the dots
and recognise the neo-Catholics like F & L when they come
across them, that cause us, increasingly, to ask: what’s
the point?  If our reports are not helping readers to
recognise propaganda when they see it, maybe they
shouldn’t have a “Catholic Truth” at all.  Reflect.

to defend the Faith under attack.  I’ve certainly never seen
your name in the letters page of any of the “Catholic”
newspapers which are a public scandal, so please don’t
add insult to injury by writing to attack one of the few groups
in the UK actively trying to help restore the traditional
Catholic Faith.  Gimme patience. By the ton.

Your mom’s picture has been placed on the altar,
where I celebrate Mass daily. That she may she
[soon] be where we all hope to be when we,
ourselves, depart this mortal life; entering into
Eternity… Himself: praying “I rejoiced when I heard
them say, let us go into the House of the Lord…”
A Priest, USA
Ed: sincere gratitude, Father.  Greatly appreciated.  Any
chance of you volunteering to do missionary work in
Scotland - Glasgow to be precise?!

Another brilliant newsletter! Thank you. It really lifts
my spirits in this largely Catholic-forsaken part of the
world. I say “largely” because, thanks to the Society
of St Pius X (SSPX) we have a monthly provision of
Tradition. As you say, “God’s lifeboat”: a very
meaningful expression up here!
We have visits from the Sons of the Most Holy
Redeemer, from Papa Stronsay. They travel here 4
times a year to say Mass on a weekday in the parish
church even though on the last occasion they arrived
here on a Sunday! Although they are willing, a recent
request for a monthly provision on Sunday has been
refused by the parish priest. Our parish is completely
taken over by modernism and the Faith is lost. Again,
thank you! Paul Rutherford, Shetland

Re: Monsignor Basil Loftus, please add my name
to the signatories on the Open Letter. Anna
Schenini, by email

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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Fr McShamrock: “Reality Check”…Continued from p.7
Who decides whether what they are practising is
'luv' or not?  Keep the government and the Church
out of it, they say, - particularly out of the bedroom!
They themselves must decide! They must follow
their own 'consciences'!

Reality Check Six…
There is, and can be, no other saving LOVE in the
world that can solve any one of mankind's problems
than the direct appeal and turning to God Incarnate
in Jesus Christ and that is why He has given us the
Holy Mass - the un-bloody renewal of the Sacrifice
of Calvary – and the Seven Sacraments that flow
from there.  There, having been given the Gift of
Faith in Baptism, you and I can go living confidently
and serenely to find the TRUE LOVE, true joy and
the fullness of Hope. From there – and only from
there - we can practise the true and forgiving love
that the world so badly needs.

Reality Check Seven…

 The Preamble to the Constitution of Ireland

"In the Name of the Most Holy Trinity,

from Whom is all authority and to Whom, as our
final end, all actions both of men and States must
be referred, We, the people of Éire, humbly
acknowledging all our obligations to our Divine Lord,
Jesus Christ, Who sustained our fathers through
centuries of trial, gratefully remembering their heroic
and unremitting struggle to regain the rightful
independence of our Nation, and seeking to promote
the common good, with due observance of
Prudence, Justice and Charity, so that the dignity
and freedom of the individual may be assured, true
social order attained, the unity of our country
restored, and concord established with other nations,
do hereby adopt, enact, and give to ourselves this
Constitution”. [Emphasis added].

against the Lord in voting ‘Yes’ in the Referendum
not at least be made aware of their situation before
the Face of God and be called to reparation?
Should the Bishops of Ireland not likewise be called
to such reparation – at least privately if not publicly
- for their weak-in-Faith leadership prior to the
referendum?
Should the whole nation as such not likewise be
called to make public reparation?
Why is there yet no call for such from the Bishops
of Ireland?

Pray for us…

Diocese of Galloway…Continued from p.6
A definition of what supporting spirituality
means, would also be helpful.

Last, but by no means least, I would be grateful for
your help in understanding what you mean by
[Embracing Change is about] awakening the
Church rather than about the shortage of
priests or the closure of parishes. This is an
opportunity to contribute to creating a different
Church and serving others.

Do you mean that the members of the Church must
be holier?  I ask this because the Church itself, is
the Spotless Bride of Christ and cannot be
“renewed” or “improved” or “re-created” which is
what “creating a different Church” appears to
suggest.

I look forward to your response, at your earliest
convenience.  End of Email from Editor.

At time of going to press, no reply has been
received to the above email.
Verbatim quote from Editor:
“It will be rivetting stuff to see
what the Indian missionaries
make of it when they arrive in
Galloway to discover that their
task is not to preach the
Catholic Faith but to create a brand new Church!
Oh to be a fly on the wall! ”

Certainly the loving Mother [the
Church] is spotless in the
Sacraments by which she gives
birth to and nourishes her
children; in the faith which she
has always preserved inviolate;
in her sacred laws imposed on
all; in the evangelical counsels
which she recommends; in those
heavenly gifts and extraordinary
graces through which, with
inexhaustible fecundity, she
generates hosts of martyrs,
virgins and confessors.
But it cannot be laid to her
charge if some members fall,
weak or wounded. In their name
she prays to God daily: ‘Forgive
us our trespasses;’ and with the
brave heart of a mother she
applies herself at once to the
work of nursing them back to
spiritual health.

                  Pope Pius XII,
     “Mystici Corporis Christi”, 1943

To now think of the voted-in change in the
Constitution in terms of that Preamble one has to
say that one or the other term has to go - and given
the vote one knows which term is going to go - by
the vote it has gone already! So the nation is now
saying to God: “We will no longer refer all our actions
to You as our final end. We have chosen another
road!”

Reality Check Eight…
When a sin is committed against the Lord and the
sinner, through the grace of God, recognizes the sin
and repenting seeks forgiveness from the Lord,
reparation is called for. That is true both for an
individual and a nation.
Should each of those who at least objectively sinned

[American] Cardinal Raymond
Burke lamented how formerly
Catholic Ireland has gone further
than the pagans in the pre-Chris-
tian days of old and “defied
God” by calling homosexual be-
havior “marriage” in the referen-
dum [on 22 May 2015]

“I mean, this is a defiance of
God. It’s just incredible. Pagans
may have tolerated homosexual
behaviours, they never dared to
say this was marriage,” he told
the Newman Society, Oxford
University’s Catholic organiza-
tion, in an address about the in-
tellectual heritage of Pope
Benedict XVI… 1.2 million Irish
people voted to amend the coun-
try’s constitution to say: “Mar-
riage may be contracted in
accordance with law by two per-
sons without distinction as to
their sex.” A little over 734,000
people voted against the propos-
al.

Burke said that he could not un-
derstand “any nation redefining
marriage.”

The cardinal also emphasized the
important role that parents play
in protecting their children in a
culture increasingly hostile to
God’s laws. Widely reported
across the Internet.
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 MarchThe Solemn Definitions Are Our

Infallible  Guides
to the Catholic Faith
From Crucial Truths To Save Your Soul

by Father Nicholas Gruner
(all emphases in the original)

God is All Knowing, so He cannot be mistaken about
what is true. God is also All Holy, so it is impossible
that He would deceive us when He reveals the
Deposit of Faith. Therefore, when God (Who cannot
be mistaken and Who cannot lie) tells us that
something is true, then we know that it is true.

We can have certitude about natural things, like the
fact that two plus two equals four, because we can
demonstrate and understand these things. But we
have even more sure knowledge - in fact, the
greatest possible certitude - in the supernatural
matters that God has revealed for our belief. Without
being able to completely understand them, we
nevertheless know, with the certitude of Faith, that
the supernatural truths revealed by God and taught
by the Catholic Church are absolutely true.

How do we know what it is that God has revealed?
We know that what is in the bible is God’s word, and
we know that Sacred Tradition has also been
revealed by God. But there are some passages in
Sacred Scripture, and also some aspects of Sacred
Tradition, which to the uninstructed may seem to be
unclear or even self-contradictory.  For this reason,
God has appointed an authority in this world to define
what He means in Sacred Scripture and Sacred
Tradition. This authority is the infallible Magisterium
of the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church,
founded by Jesus Christ Himself.

We know many of the dogmas of Faith through
solemn pronouncements of the Extraordinary
Magisterium, in which these  teachings are precisely
and infallibly defined. We also know the dogmas  of
Faith through the Ordinary and Universal
Magisterium, which is also infallible and which is
seen in the constant, consistent and universal
teachings of the Church in all times, in all ages all
over the Catholic world.

The dogmas of our Faith are the teachings that the
Church has proposed for our belief with her infallible
teaching authority. The word “infallible” means
“unable to fail,” so we know that all of the doctrines
(teachings) which have been directly proposed by
the Church in this way cannot fail.  They are infallibly
true, and we must give to them our unconditional
belief, the assent of faith.

In other words, we believe the dogmas of Faith on
the basis of God’s own truthfulness (divine faith),
since we know them to have been revealed by Him.
We also believe them by virtue of the Catholic
Church’s authoritative guarantee that these are part
of the pure Revelation which the Catholic Church
has received from God (Catholic faith). So, whether

we find these dogmas taught by the Church’s
Ordinary and Universal Magisterium, or whether
we are given solemn and explicit definitions of
these teachings by the Church’s Extraordinary
Magisterium, we can be absolutely certain that these
dogmatic teachings are true, and we give to them
the assent of divine and Catholic faith.

The word infallible tells us that these definitions are
absolutely true, and we know that truth does not
change with times and circumstances. All of the
definitions of the Church remain timelessly true
forever. These teachings cannot be changed, and
they will never cease to be true.  The definitions will
always infallibly express the truth of the Catholic
Faith, in those very same words, understood in the
same sense and with the same interpretation
(“eodem sensu, eademque sententia”)1  in which
they were originally formulated.

So dogmas are any teachings of faith or morals
authoritatively proposed as being “of the Faith” (de
Fide) by the Church’s Magisterium (whether by the
Ordinary and Universal Magisterium, or by a solemn
definition of the Extraordinary Magisterium.) We give
the assent of divine and Catholic faith to all of these
teachings.

Definitions are precise and infallible expressions of
the dogmas of Faith solemnly proposed by the Pope,
whether alone or in union with other bishops.

Most importantly, it is by studying these infallible
definitions (as gathered together in an organised
way, for instance, in the popular Denzinger and
Denzinger-Schönmetzer compendiums) that we can
readily know exactly what the Church teaches in

regard to each of the
dogmas of Faith.

We have, for instance, a
definition which tells us
that there are three
Persons in one God. We
can be more certain of
that than of anything
which we can know by
our sense or intellect
alone. We can be more
certain of the defined

teaching than we can be that it’s hot outside today,
or that two plus two equals four.  So, if someone
comes along - whether it be a pope, a cardinal, a
bishop, a priest or a lay person - and tells us that
there are not three Persons in one God, then we can
be completely certain that he is wrong. It’s as simple
as that.  We will know that this person is wrong, not

because we are smarter, but because God is right,
and God cannot and does not deceive us - nor can
we miss His meaning in those solemn definitions.
When we profess our belief in what God has
revealed, we are making an act of the supernatural
virtue of faith, and we are also obeying the First
Vatican Council (1869-1870), which teaches:
“By divine and Catholic faith everything must be
believed that is contained in the written word of God
or in Tradition, and that is proposed by the Church
as a divinely revealed object of belief either in a
solemn decree or in Her ordinary universal
teaching.”2

To order your
copy of Crucial
Truths To Save
Your Soul
contact…

Readers in the UK …
Tommy Price
PO Box 165
Newry
BT34 2WZ
Northern Ireland   Tel/Fax 04830263861

Readers in the Republic of Ireland …
Joe O’Connell
Apartment C
School Road
Whitechurch
Co. Cork, Ireland       Tel: 0868678271

Footnotes:
1 “Oath Against the Errors of Modernism”: Pope St Pius X,
Motu Proprio Sacrorum Antistitum, 1910, Dz 2145. See also
Vatican Council 1, Sz. 1800, D.S. 3020
2 First Vatican Council, Session III, “Dogmatic Constitution
Concerning the Catholic Faith”, Dz. 1792.

There is no middle way between Catholicism and
Atheism ... Hence, Protestants have abandoned
themselves to the extreme of Atheism or
Materialism, denying every maxim of faith .. .Oh,
God! How does it happen that these new masters
of faith do not see that being separated from the
Catholic Church, and having lost obedience to her,
they have also lost the rule of faith, so that at the
present time they have no sure rule by which they
can ascertain what is of the faith or what is not;
thus, they walk in the dark, changing the articles
of their belief from day to day ... On the other hand,
its constant uniformity of doctrine in the dogmas
of faith, from its first foundation by Jesus Christ,
demonstrates the truth of the Catholic Church. It
has been the same in all ages, so that the truths
we believe at the present day were believed in the
first ages.  St. Alphonsus Maria Liguori

http://www.catholictradition.org/Two-Hearts/devotion12.htm
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As we see every week, no banker, official, politician
or industrialist can afford to dismiss complaints from
customers, electors, tax-payers or shareholders.
Many churchmen, however, ignore with impunity
pleas from the faithful, reacting only if constrained
by civil or criminal law. They may even invoke it.

Bishop Campbell of Lancaster [pictured] threatened
to sue a sick parishioner who suggested that mail
went unread (Daily Telegraph 9 Dec 14).  In my
submission, a libel action would have been struck

out as trivial (de minimis non curat
praetor), but had the case come to
Court, evidence from Catholics
nationwide would have confronted
Campbell.

The only difference between my
experience and those of other
readers is that I happen to be an
investigative journalist with a career
covering  tabloid newspapers, legal

journals and financial publications – not least FT
Fraud Report. Incidentally, what a shame Private
Eye has dropped its column CHURCH TIMES by
The Devil.

The origin of this report lies in the Hell-bent
determination of an (arch)diocese to continue with a
jamboree instigated by Arundel & Brighton’s (A&B)
last bishop before being exposed as a longtime
adulterer.1 [Bishop] Kieran Conry quit nine months
ahead of the event scheduled for 5 July to
commemorate the diocesan jubilee irreverently in a
football-stadium.

I wrote to the archdiocesan caretaker, [Archbishop]
Peter Smith, urging cancellation for a dozen reasons,
and I also rebutted his rejoinder to an earlier letter.
He had reprimanded me for allegedly attacking
Cardinal Nichols regarding what Archbishop Smith
called his “sexuality”, so I pointed out:  (1) that word
is a euphemism for suspected homosexuality, a sin
Nichols had failed to condemn, and that I was merely
drawing his attention to an ambiguity in Catholic
Truth.  (2)  Southwark itself had slandered-by-action
Fr Paul Kramer in barring him from a hall hired for a
conference on Fatima.

Getting no reply, I sent the same dozen pages by
recorded delivery (SIGNED FOR).  This time, I added
a 2011 letter delivered by hand to the Catholic Truth
Society, refuting its biased pamphlet Catholic
Traditionalism (the latter word is itself pejorative for
the Oxford Concise Dictionary).  At the material time,
Smith had chaired the CTS which neither replied nor
withdrew the pamphlet.

Because of Southwark’s silence, I wrote to A&B’s
financial secretary, Fergal Brotherton M.I.C.E.,
M.I.Struct.E., requesting the diocesan accounts and,
specifically, the costs of the jamboree, including its
funfair and “high-class caterer”. As a recorded
reminder of 10 April was also ignored, I complained
to his Institute of Civil Engineers, quoting
Brotherton’s entry in the diocesan handbook. The
institute replied immediately and indignantly that
Brotherton had not been a member for the last five
years.  Meanwhile the Institution of Structural
Engineers sent me its own code of conduct regarding
professional standards.  Thus do the children of this
world bear out my opening sentence.

A&B’s chaotic website does not identify an
organising committee.   I sent emails to two ladies
involved, asking which might be among the unnamed
women linked with Conry (Daily Mail, 3 September
2014).   No reply!    I wrote to Towers School, asking
why [Bishop] Conry’s named girlfriend, Mrs Olivia
Hodginson, was still listed as a teacher, and whether
the school supported Pro Ecclesia.  The latter’s
booklet about Catholic instruction came back
immediately, but no covering letter!

No reply again when I wrote to diocesan
safeguarding, raising various points that had also
been in my letter to Smith.   Also ignored were two
letters to Pauline Groves who edits the bulletin of
diocesan propaganda that has no space for
correspondence.  My main question - why it wasted
half a page in 2013 on how Cardinal Murphy-
O’Connor enjoyed  Christmas at Sandringham 11
years earlier.

He had not preached to the entire Royal Family, but
merely made an ecumenical exhortation to those
members not in irregular union.  Furthermore, he was
breaching protocol and security with certain details
of Her Majesty’s lifestyle, and he boasted of quaffing
champagne despite being the patron (on paper) of
CAFOD which demands funds through Friday fasting.

I mentioned the same in a long letter delivered by
hand to Murphy-O’Connor and posted  to Dr Rowan
Williams, who were billed as the star turns at the
jamboree, urging them both to withdraw for a score
of reasons, ranging from the cardinal’s criminal
behaviour regarding predatory priests to the sheer
heretical and geographical irrelevance of them both.

There were even bits of Gaelic and Welsh to make
them both feel at ease, and such is my prophetic gift
(or rather Jeeves’ “psychology of the individual”) that
Dr Williams did exactly as predicted in my letter.   He
got his secretary at Magdalene College, Cambridge,
to send one line of acknowledgement on 27
February, wishing me well.

The cardinal, however, has added my missive to a
mountain of correspondence unanswered for the
past 40 years on top of causing an embarrassing
silence elsewhere.  I handed in, at the Mansion
House, on 21 October 2014, a letter to Lord Mayor

England: Episcopal
Illiteracy - Or Just Downright
Bad Manners?

Fiona Woolf, asking why Murphy-O’Connor was a
Freeman of the City of London, and could this honour
be removed.

I pointed out that his ill-repute hardly helped Woolf
to head the Government’s enquiry into child abuse
– from which she resigned ten days later.   My
reminder was recently acknowledged by the
Corporation, but nothing about cancelling the worldly
title. There is more silence from the Cardinal
regarding CAFOD where Conry is no longer a trustee
– but Fr Timothy Radcliffe still is.  This champion of
sodomy was also billed to speak at Brighton, another
reason for my letters to Smith and A&B’s
safeguarding.

Another CAFOD trustee is one Mary Ney whose
controversial career spans four local authorities.
Before leaving Greenwich’s top job for Rochdale, I
queried her expenses, secrecy, bullying, Labour
sympathies - and any connection with Catholicism.
Her assistant replied that my (recorded) letter had
been passed to CAFOD’s head-office which,
naturally, ignored it.   CAFOD’s ‘chair’, Bishop John
Arnold, refused in writing in July 2014 to answer
multiple complaints in six letters.  Two websites,
protectthepope.com and justicenow.co.uk, show how
evasive is Arnold of Salford.

A fresh concern is that the lavish brochure for the
Brighton jamboree gives CAFOD the only slot and
mug-shot regarding a pep-talk about “the poor”.
Unfortunately for Clare Dixon, a peripatetic
propagandist, I too have travelled widely in Latin
America where Marxism masqueraded as “liberation
theology”, and agitators or terrorists were portrayed
as downtrodden peasantry.

In a FREEPOST letter, sent on 22 June, I asked her
salary, travel expenses and qualifications.  Who
invited her?  Was it right to hog the show instead of
having a panel from humble Catholic charities?   Why
were CAFOD’s grants so uneven, and particularly
loaded towards tiny El Salvador?     Why nothing for
lepers in Brazil?  Actually, my letter is unanswerable.

The silence is as deafening at parochial level, for
example St Wilfrid’s, Burgess Hill, where CAFOD
dominates almsgiving while the church itself is
£5,000 in debt.   Ten months ago, I addressed a
detailed complaint to CAFOD’s parochial contact,
Donal Wehrle, whose father had been in my class at
Ealing.

Continued on p.13, column 1

“Of Courtesy, it is much less
Than Courage of Heart or Holiness,

Yet in my Walks it seems to me
That the Grace of God

is in Courtesy.”

Hilaire Belloc

Investigative journalist, John Burke, on
his attempts to “dialogue” with the
English hierarchy…

John Burke
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Named
Person

Sinister Scheme
Gives State Sweeping
Powers Over Family

Orange
Walk

Catholic Church
facilitates

anti-Catholic
parade

Orange-
Fest

Catholic Church
participates in
celebration of

anti-Catholicism
Scottish Politics ReporterScotland Reporter Northern Ireland Reporter

For its organisers, “Orangefest” is an attempt to open
dialogue in a still often divided city with the aid of
history talks, choirs and a bouncy castle. But for
opponents, the handing over of Glasgow’s main
square to the Orange Order to explain its “cultural
heritage” is a step too far.

The ability of the debate over sectarianism to raise
passions in Scotland’s biggest city was displayed
afresh after a petition calling for the cancellation of
an event to promote the Orange Order of Scotland
attracted more than 20,000 signatures in a day.
The seven-hour gathering in George Square on
Saturday, dubbed “Orangefest”, is being billed as an
effort to educate residents on the origins and the
“modus operandi” of an organisation more popularly
associated with its trademark drum-led marches and
staunch Protestantism...

Organisers of the event, which will consists of talks
and performances culminating in a rendition of God
Save the Queen, said it was an attempt to reach out
and will be attended by representatives of the
Catholic Church as well as the Muslim Council of
Scotland.

The online petition, which has a target of 25,000
signatures, claimed such events were “hate-filled”
and questioned why the “Orangefest” had been
allowed to take place.

It said: “The people of Glasgow and Scotland are
sick of their voices going unheard in relation to
sectarian, hate-filled Orange marches. Now we have
to put up with Orangefest. We demand that GCC
answer to the people of Glasgow as to why this was
allowed to go ahead.” ('Orangefest': 20,000 people sign
petition in one day to prevent Glasgow Orange Order event,
The Independent, 3/6/15)

The principal of one of Ireland’s largest Catholic
post-primary schools has offered the use of his
school’s  facilities to Orangemen marching in this
year’s Twelfth of July parade.

Jarlath Burns, principal of St Paul’s High School,
Bessbrook, Co. Armagh, said the move was about
“reaching out” in an attempt to “create a new
understanding” between nationalist and unionist
communities in the North. “I think that if Catholic
schools are to be transformational, which is what we
want education for children to be, we must show the
next generation coming through that these people
are not bogeymen but they are our neighbours and
our fellow countrymen,” Mr Burns told The Irish
Catholic. See p. 13, When Irish Eyes Are NOT
Smiling - Another Man with Another Plan, for
more on this story.

The parading tradition which the Orange Order
upholds is an honourable and historic tradition, which
was the norm for other fraternities in the past. The
parades of the Orange Order are the largest public
Protestant witness of their kind anywhere in the
world. (From the website of The Orange Order, the
Grand Orange Lodge of Ireland)

The Named Person (NP) scheme is due to come
into force in the autumn, 2015, whereby the primary
relationship of every child in Scotland – from pre-
born to 18 years – is to be with the Named Person
or ‘State Guardian’ appointed by the State, not their
parents. The NP will be the first point of contact for
the authorities with concerns about a child. This
overseeing of how parents raise their offspring
begins during pregnancy, so the NP will have input
into matters relating to the child before even the child
is born.
One parent writes on the Catholic Truth blog: “I am
appalled at this legislation. Having a named person
for every child will not help those who really need
help; the Scottish Government should be spending
the money and limited resources on the children who
are at high risk.
The system is already overstretched and tax payers’
money should be used more efficiently. The Named
Person legislation is about the state spying and
interfering in families. I would urge people to sign
the petition against the Named Person and also
follow the events on the campaign’s Facebook page
below. Tell as many people as you can because the
Scottish Government is keeping it low key.
https://www.facebook.com/No2NP ”
The Scots Bishops have said very little publicly
about the scheme. Archbishop Leo Cushley,
Archbishop of St Andrews and Edinburgh, is quoted
in the Scottish Daily Mail, 1/6/15: “The common
good of society depends on the stability of family
life. We share the widely expressed reservations of
many who fear some provisions of the Children and
Young People (Scotland) Act could permit
unwarranted interference in family life due to the
broad nature of the powers of the ‘named persons
service’ and the low threshold set for triggering the
sharing of information about children among state
agencies.
“While recognising the good intentions behind such
efforts, we hope the Government will act in a
proportionate and focused way, with due respect to
the autonomy and privacy of the family.”

Sign the
petition

against this
scheme at

http://no2np.org/

http://no2np.org/
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John Burke… Continued from p.11 When Irish Eyes

Are NOT Smiling

Back came my letter with an unsigned note that he
had left the parish, but Wehrle subsequently appears
in the 2014 accounts, showing that Burgess Hill
raised a further £10,274 (plus Gift Aid) for CAFOD,
leaving only £8,872 to be shared among 15 other
charities, including a mere £542 for Aid to the Church
in Need.

I appended the letter to another addressed to the
parochial finance officer, Ian McNeil, complete with
the Little Way Association’s magazine.  A waylayer
(welcomer, so-called) at the church confirmed having
passed it on to McNeil that same evening of 10 April.
On 20 June, a third letter to McNeil went through the
presbytery’s letterbox.  I provided more evidence
against CAFOD, and reasons why the cash-strapped
St Francis Leprosy Guild was a better cause.

Far from replying, St Wilfrid’s has not had even the
decency to return my photocopies, costing £3.50
each time, of Christian Order’s 2002 article
Contributing to CAFOD is a Sin.   Exactly the same
applies to Sacred Heart in Hove, whose Fr Kevin
Dring has long ignored my hand-delivered dossier
on CAFOD and home truths about his hero, Cardinal
Murphy-O’Connor. Instead, the parochial bulletin of
14 June incited parishioners to join CAFOD’s latest
agitation against the “global warming” it has now
renamed “climate change”.

Do not despair, however. (Bishop) Stanislaw Dziwisz
answered my letter when papal secretary, and two
Vatican monsignors saw me unannounced in 1992
and 2009, regarding the Tridentine Mass and
sodomite sacrilege respectively.  Some other clergy
also reply, and do acknowledge the truth.  Certain
priests in A&B have confided that the jubilee
festivities give scandal.  No less than three bishops
in England have taken note of the overwhelming
evidence against CAFOD.

One addressed me by my Christian name, adding
his own signature.  Another wrote via his canonical
assistant, regretting Bishop Arnold’s silence. The
third got his female secretary to email back a
thank-you within an hour of getting the dossier.  On
the other hand, Rome is now threatening to sue
critical websites.  Watch this space!

A Man With A Plan…
Bishop Leo O’Reilly  has said he is “liaising” with
other bishops with a view to setting up a commission
to discuss the possibility of ordaining married men
to the priesthood as well as appointing female
deacons. Bishop O’Reilly is making the proposal as
a result of an 18-month listening process in his

Kilmore diocese which led to a
diocesan assembly and a new
diocesan pastoral plan to tackle
challenges facing the Church,
including a declining number of
priests.
Bishop O’Reilly told The Irish

Catholic he plans to ask for the idea of a new
commission to be put on the agenda for discussion
at the next meeting of the hierarchy at Maynooth
and “take it from there”.
“I think the other bishops would be open to the idea
of a discussion and we are reaching a situation
where we have to look at all the options possible,”
he said.
Dr O’Reilly told The Irish Catholic that his proposal
was in response to Pope Francis. “Pope Francis has
encouraged individual bishops and bishops’
conferences to be creative in looking at ways to do
ministry in the future, so I think we have to consider
all options,” he said. The proposed commission
would be similar to one in Brazil under the leadership
of Cardinal Claudio Hummes and Bishop Erwin
Kräutler to study the possibility of ordaining married
men in response to the shortage of priests.
The new Kilmore pastoral plan identifies four areas
of pastoral action: youth ministry; liturgy, sacraments
and prayer; diocesan structures; and support for
priests. The diocese is putting a number of proposals
into action this year starting with the establishment
of a Youth Core Group by the end of the summer
and the employment of youth ministers on a regional
basis by the beginning of next year. Kilmore bishop
wants Church to consider married priests, The Irish
Catholic, 11/6/15

Another Man With Another Plan…
The principal of one of Ireland’s largest Catholic
post-primary schools has offered the use of his
school’s  facilities to Orangemen marching in this
year’s Twelfth of July parade. Jarlath Burns,
principal of St Paul’s High School, Bessbrook, Co.
Armagh, said the move was about “reaching out” in
an attempt to “create a new understanding” between
nationalist and unionist communities in the North.
“I think that if Catholic schools are to be
transformational, which is what we want education
for children to be, we must show the next generation
coming through that these people are not bogeymen
but they are our neighbours and our fellow
countrymen,” Mr Burns told The Irish Catholic.
“This is not a crusade or anything.
Catholic education is about understanding diversity,

respecting people, giving people dignity. “It’s all
about inclusivity.” [Ed: and here’s me thinking it’s all
about teaching the Catholic Faith!]
“These are our values and they are all tied together
by the love we have for our fellow man,” he said.
Noting that such values were among the “most basic
tenets” of Catholic education, Mr Burns said “it
shouldn’t be shock therapy to anybody” that his
schools “wants to reach out”. [Ed: it wouldn’t be a
shock if they were reaching out to try to bring them
into the Church. It’s helping organise their anti-
Catholic marches that is the shock, pal.]
“That should be the most natural thing in the world
for a Catholic school to do,” he said, adding that
there was a need for civic and education leaders to
“step forward and do their bit”. Mr Burns, a former
Armagh GAA star, was among those attending a
new multi-million pound museum this week opened
in Co. Armagh at the birthplace of the Orange Order.
Catholic school offered to Orangemen during
Twelfth, The Irish Catholic, 2/7/15

Footnotes:
1 Barbara Davies, How the Church covered up its
Casanova bishop for 12 years: The Catholic Bishop of
Brighton has resigned after two affairs with parishioners
and now he's linked to a THIRD Daily Mail, 3 Oct 14,

Father Pat Tranage

I think I’ll take the wife
to the Orange Walk
tomorrow.  She deserves
a rest from her deacon
duties.  I just hope she
won’t insist on bringing
her flute along. The anti-
Vatican II bigots in the
parish would complain as
usual, even if she played
Gregorian chant - there’s
no pleasing some of them
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On Sunday, 28 June, a number of us attended the
revived pilgrimage to Dunfermline where there was
a procession of the relics of St Margaret followed by
Mass.
The procession through the town was good, and
there were lots of people there.
I had not been to a Novus Ordo Mass for a while
and was dreading it,but kept thinking it might not be
that bad. I was wrong.
When a female Church of Scotland minister in a
priest's collar got up to read the second reading one
woman, a young mother, walked out.
The Archbishop (left) said in his homily how delight-
ed he was to have such a special guest reading at
Mass.

Nobody else seemed to have a
problem with it.  Apparently,
they all thought it was fine.
Apart from the scandal of the
woman minister reading from
Scripture at Mass, what hap-
pened at Communion time was
also shocking: nobody kneel-
ing for the Consecration, peo-

ple scooping the Precious Blood out of the chalice
with a spoon to give It to people in wheelchairs and
the Precious Blood dripping off the spoon onto
these people's clothes!
Several of those in attendance - particularly families
with children - were scandalised that this Church of
Scotland female minister dressed as a priest (it was
a man's suit with a priest’s collar) read the 2nd
reading.
One young mother  said she was going to write to
the Archbishop to complain because it is confusing
for children if they see a woman dressed as a priest
going onto an altar to read in a Catholic Church.
They will begin to get used to the idea of women
priests for a start. Secondly the Church of Scotland
denies the teachings of the Catholic Church: if you
have a Church of Scotland Minister reading at
Mass, then it seems as if you are condoning their
position.

The roots of the summer pilgrimage actually
dates back to June 1250 when the relics of
Saint Margaret were translated to a new
shrine in Dunfermline Abbey following her
canonisation that year by Pope Innocent IV.

An annual summer pilgrimage to
Dunfermline soon emerged and continued
until the late 16th century.

It was then revived in 1899 and continued
again until 1974.

So after an absence of 41 years, it’s great to
have the summer pilgrimage back…

From the website of the
Archdiocese of St Andrews & Edinburgh

What The
Church Teaches

On women priests…

Although the teaching that priestly ordination is to
be reserved to men alone has been preserved by
the constant and universal Tradition of the Church
and firmly taught by the Magisterium in its more
recent documents, at the present time in some
places it is nonetheless considered still open to
debate, or the Church's judgment that women are
not to be admitted to ordination is considered to
have a merely disciplinary force.

Wherefore, in order that all doubt may be removed
regarding a matter of great
importance, a matter which
pertains to the Church's divine
constitution itself, in virtue of my
ministry of confirming the
brethren (cf. Lk 22:32) I declare
that the Church has no authority

whatsoever to confer priestly ordination on women
and that this judgment is to be definitively held by
all the Church's faithful.

From… Apostolic Letter Ordinatio Sacerdotalis,
Of John Paul II, on reserving priestly ordination
to men alone.

From the Vatican, on May 22, the Solemnity of
Pentecost, in the year 1994, the sixteenth of my
Pontificate.

On the distribution of the
Precious Blood…

Holy Communion under both kinds... is to be
completely excluded where even a small danger
exists of the sacred species being profaned.
[Emphasis added]

From… Instruction: Redemptionis Sacramentum: On
certain matters to be observed or to be avoided regarding
the Most Holy Eucharist, Section IV, Holy Communion,
#101,Communion under Both Kinds.

From the Vatican, Congregation for Divine Worship
and the Discipline of the Sacrament.

ou were redeemed,

not with corruptible

things like gold or

silver, but with the

precious blood of

Christ, as of a lamb unspotted

and undefiled.  (1 Peter 1:18-19)

Ed: we agree - it really is great to have the
pilgrimage back. Now all we need is the
Catholic Faith back, as well!

My theology of woman (TOW) is
simple. Basically, it just means God
should listen to women and do what
we want. Our will shall be done, so
to speak. The Pope can’t get away
with saying women will never be
ordained priests in the Catholic
Church, because he’s, well, he’s not a
woman. Theologically, it doesn’t
make sense for him to say that. As
it says on the badge worn by the
local RE teachers on the Women’s
World Day of Prayer: “Ordain
women or stop baptising them”.
Now, that’s what I call theology! The
First year pupils agree…

Staff Reporter

Pilgrimage Problems…
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Bookworm

Graham Wright

Book Review
Lex Orandi

by
Daniel Graham

available from
www.lexorandi.net

This short review outlines my impressions of the book
“Lex Orandi” [“The Law of Prayer”] by Daniel Graham.
The book seeks to present a comparison of the seven
sacraments in traditional Catholicism versus the
same in Novus Ordo (“New Order”) Catholicism.
One of the foremost reasons why the book was
attractive to me, was that persons of my generation
(I am aged 37) received no real catechesis regarding
the sacraments (or much else!) When it came to
receiving the sacraments for the first time, mostly the
focus was on matters such as what time to arrive at
Church, and where to sit and the like.
Worse, when I made my First Holy Communion, it
was at the time where Bishops Conferences around
the world were directly disobeying the Supreme
Pontiff via introducing communion-in-the-hand in illicit
fashion. One of my few memories of preparing to
receive the sacraments is of our teacher, (I went
through the sacraments in school classroom groups),
repeatedly emphasising that communion-in-the-hand
was (supposedly) “just the same” as receiving in the
proper fashion and that “no-one can stop you”
receiving like that. Nothing else receivied such a
heavy and repeated emphasis.
Looking back, it seems very clear that the lack of
substance here was deliberate and intended as a
means of smoothing the path for changes such as
communion-in-the-hand. After all, people cannot
object if they are ignorant.
And so this new text represented a dual learning
opportunity for myself; that is, the chance to learn
something about the sacraments in general, as well
as gaining a specific understanding of the changes
to traditional practice which have resulted in the
'Novus Ordo' sacraments.
The book is well written, using accessible language.
There are useful and comprehensive descriptions of
the traditional form of the sacraments, for the benefit
of those people (like myself) who have not
experienced all of the traditional modes. The author
uses statistics and comparisons to compare the two
rites and is accordingly able to highlight the at times
stark differences between the traditional and the
modern.
Personally, I found it very shocking to learn how,
often, the new rites simply omit large tracts of the
traditional texts as they had existed for centuries. The

author is able to explain and demonstrate the reason
for this which boils down to the same over-riding
motivation which has dominated the Church for
decades now – to pander to Protestantism. The
reformers at Vatican II had the desire to remove
anything from Catholic practice which might be a
stumbling block for Protestants. And so they “went
to town” with the long knives, with a scant regard –
long since obvious - for the substance or coherence
of what would remain (as the author ably
demonstrates). The massive fall in the uptake of the
sacraments – the author provides useful statistics -
highlights this.
In particular, I was interested in the chapter on
Baptism. This is because my own household
currently awaits the arrival of our first child, thanks
be to God. The sole Catholic baptism I have attended
in recent years was that of my niece and it was a
great example of how puerile the liturgy and
ceremonies of the modern Church have become.
After a Sunday mass where the focus was on
welcoming non-Catholics, and where several people
were dressed in football shirts and tracksuit bottoms,
(and that was just the women), we proceeded with
the baptism.
The chief concern of the priest was to entertain the
lay people with jokes about clerical celibacy, as he
tried to conceal his obvious lack of preparation for
the event. Eventually, we “muddled through” but in
such a vague fashion that I do not recall anything of
particular significance being said or done, beyond
the expected dousing the infant with water.
I hope for better for my own child, which is why I will
seek the traditional ceremony for him/her and also
why this book was so appealing. I learned that the
novus ordo rites chop out various parts of baptism
which Protestants may disagree with, such as ritual
exorcisms, the blessing of salt and indeed the very
concept of struggle and spiritual warfare in our
religious lives. The only conclusion is that the new
rites are barely recognisable as Catholic.
It was interesting to lean that, thanks to the many
options the new rite permits, there is a frankly
ridiculous number of possible variations in the
modern baptismal ceremony. In excess of one
million, in fact. One could live a thousand lifetimes
and never attend the same ceremony twice. This is
so absurd as to be mirth provoking, but less so when
one considered the implications for the idea of unity.
Through a detailed comparison of the traditional and
modern texts, the author demonstrates that the new
baptismal ceremony downplays the candidate’s
relationship with God, in favour of stressing the
importance of being a member of a community.
Indeed, the new ceremony spends much of its time
addressing this community, (the congregation),
instead of the baptismal candidate. The author shows
how the new ceremony borrows heavily from
Protestant, (specifically Anglican and Lutheran),
ceremonies and, overall, it likely has more in common
with these than with traditional Catholic practice (the
author shows that, at best, perhaps half of the
traditional ceremony has some form of equivalent in
the modern version).
Armed with the comparisons the author presents in
a clear fashion, I can now understand much better
the problems the modern sacramental rites face.
They are incoherent because they are trying to be
Catholic and Protestant at the same time. This is
equally as absurd as trying to be hot and cold at the
same time, for example. The author gives an

excellent example by showing that what the new rite
calls an “exorcism” is in fact only a simple blessing,
not an exorcism at all. After all, Protestants do not
believe in exorcism, but the term must be included
to satisfy the token nod to the Catholic faith.
In the coming months, my wife and I will make
preparations for the baptism of our first child. I feel
much better prepared for this, having read Mr
Graham's book. Thanks to his fine effort, I am now
well prepared to explain to questioning parties why
we prefer a traditional Catholic ceremony for our
child, as opposed to an ambiguous half-way house.
I feel I am in good company with my stance, as
Cardinal Robert Sarah recently lamented the fact that
the Novus Ordo baptism does not even explicitly ask
for faith (for the candidate) anywhere in its text.
The chapters on other sacraments are equally
engaging and informative, but here I chose to
concentrate on baptism thanks to its current
relevance to my own family. I will leave readers to
glean their own gems from those other chapters.
I heartily recommend this book to all, but especially
to people like myself who were raised in the Novus
Ordo Church. Such persons will find the book
immensely educational and it will go a long way to
retrospectively providing them with the useful
catechesis they were robbed of, as well as
highlighting the reasons behind that “something's not
right” feeling which characterises the post-conciliar
church.

Daniel Graham is an
award winning author
who lives in Fairfax, Va,
USA, with his wife and
family.
The cost of the book is
$14.95 US.    The e-book
version will be $10.95 US.
All proceeds will go to

Traditional Catholic education.

For more information, visit www.lexorandi.net

"Without good
books and
spiritual
reading,
it will be
morally

impossible to
save our souls."

St. Alphonsus Liguori

http://www.lexorandi.net
http://www.lexorandi.net
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From the Blog…
Spudeater on
Pope Calls For Action
To “Save The Planet”;
Silent on Saving The
Faith

Forget prayer, fasting and almsgiving. It’s now all
about planting, recycling and
conservation. In our present age with
the numbers attending Mass (or even
church) falling faster than China’s
coal reserves, it appears that THE

place to go on a Sunday is the local garden centre…
You enter hoping to have your conscience
assuaged and to make reparation for all those
plastic bags you’ve carelessly discarded and those
tanker-loads of water you’ve poured down your
plughole. You listen attentively to the sales
assistant’s patter and are utterly convinced that the
greener you are the better. You clearly see the
importance of thinking about the future and your,
no, make that, the planet’s fragile existence. You
approach the till with your chosen gifts and a smile
on your face (because Homebase loves a cheerful
giver). You hand over that bit of plastic or those bits
of paper that you will definitely NEVER recycle. The
transaction is completed and you go forth with joy
in your heart and ready to spread the good news –
that geraniums are buy one, get one free until
Tuesday.
Oh, and then you go back gnome.
P.S. If [blogger] Westminster Fly can quote from
Abbé Trochu’s book on the Curé d’Ars then so can
I (p.232): One of the villagers of Ars told her
daughter after the Saint’s death that there wasn’t
a hailstorm in the area during his ministry. Similarly,
another contemporary said that no storm-damage
ever occurred during the Curé’s years of service.
Now that’s the kind of climate change that REALLY
appeals.

Westminster Fly on
 Should Papal Office
Have Time Limit?
I don’t think the Papal office should have a time limit.
This smacks of importing secular employment law
culture into the Church, which was very fashionable
in dissenting circles in the ’80s and ’90s, when
so-called ‘Catholic’ groups – all now defunct – like

the National Conference of Priests and
the Network for Lay Ministry were
busily trying to secularise the
priesthood and clericalise the laity, and
campaigning for all sorts of
employment laws and rights for priests,

and for ‘lay ministers’ in the Church.
According  to this report,
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3150344/Pope-Francis-
lands-Ecuador-eight-day-South-American-homecoming-begins-
one-continent-s-poorest-countries.html Pope Francis has
arrived at Quito in Ecuador and is ‘expected to
focus on poverty and the environment’. If this report
is accurate, I think he would do better to focus on
the messages of Our Lady of Good Success given
at Quito. Nothing could be more timely.

Sarto on
The Same Mass? You
Gotta Be Kidding!
There is no redress. Things have gone too far, in
every diocese of Scotland. Nothing can be done
about this. People like it, and it is not their fault.

The problem is, if you don’t like this
kind of “Mess”, then there is nothing
better on offer.

You will find an occasional N.O.
Mass said with a modicum of

decorum, but you will always find something to
irritate … in the largest parish in the archdiocese of
St Andrews & Edinburgh, a priest will say Mass
reasonably well with no distractions, but that same
priest will not genuflect at any point during the Mass,
but will make do with a deep bow from the waist.
And you know that he knows no better … he has
seen his confrères bowing and he is following suit,
totally ignorant that Mass in the presence of the
Sanctissimum requires genuflection, according to
the most recent GIRM.

A little reality check. 1) When has Our Lady ever
appeared to anyone with such
regularity over the course of
decades? 2) Which seer who was
privileged to see Our Lady was ever
content to return to the world, live
fully in the public eye and worse,

make money off the apparitions?
The sensationalism that marks the Medjugorje
apparitions should send off warning signals loud and
clear.

Jobstears on
Pope Ignores Medjugorje

Margaret Mary On
New Auxiliary For
Glasgow – But Why
Doesn’t Archbishop
Tartaglia Resign?

… The atheists will be over the moon
when they see that the bishops are
admitting that Scots Catholics have
abandoned God and the Church. Its
terribly sad.

I wonder what the missionary priests from abroad
will actually be doing. Will they go from house to
house or just be “supplying” in parishes to say
Masses? It will be interesting to see how it all pans
out.

Confitebor Domino
on General Discussion

Quite what [Cardinal] Nichols hopes
to achieve is beyond me. The
“Church of England” has been using
the Alpha course for nearly 40 years.
Their current state of terminal decline

- and consequent desperation to embrace any and
every novelty – would suggest it’s pretty much totally
useless.
All it really tells us is that the hierarchy is still
stubbornly determined to try anything – except
authentic Catholicism.

Prognosticum on
Jihadists To Conquer
Rome?
When I was at university in the early to mid 1980s,
I was privileged to know a  Catholic, who lectured

in medieval history. I remember his
saying in a talk to Catholic students
that the West was standing on the
edge of a cultural and political
abyss. He was talking precisely
about the decline of Christianity and

the rise of Islam. I remember too another lecturer,
again an historian, came to address a small group
of Catholic students on the same subject. She
would only do so on the condition that her talk was
behind closed doors for fear of a possible reaction,
for even at that time there were numerous Islamic
students, and the authorities at this ancient Scottish
university had even provided them with a prayer-
room on its premises.
As the years have passed and I have grown into
middle-age, my mind often goes back to both these
lecturers and to their very clear thinking. Of course,
it wasn’t rocket science. The demographics were
there for all to see. But these academics warned of
what would happen if uncontrolled Islamic
immigration were allowed to continue in parallel with
the failure of racial and cultural integration.
[In the West we now live] against a background of
PC terror which prevents honest, open debate
about practically any issue that conflicts with PC
dogma. Thus all cultures must be held to be of equal
value even if they manifestly are not. The same with
religions….
Where does the Church stand in all of this? I
remember reading years ago a piece on the life of
the great English Jesuit, Martin D’Arcy. It was said
that about 1974 he had labelled a newspaper
photograph of a circus elephant standing on its
head with the caption ‘The New Look and Stance
of the Society of Jesus.’ What applied to the Jesuits
in 1974 today applies to the Catholic Church in its
entirety. And it will not be Holy Father Francis to
change things for the better.

To sign up for our blog visit
http://catholictruthblog.com/ or, if
you require help,  email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

The rules of this blog are simple and few...

stick to the topic / no nasty personal remarks
/no  crudities / no quotes from or links to
sedevacantist sites / no real names without
permission; usernames accepted convention
in blogging .

http://catholictruthblog.com/
mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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News Round-Up What The Papers Say
The Daily Mail,  4/7/15: Pope Francis has hinted
he may step down as the head of the Catholic
church some day after saying it should not have
'leaders for life' - comparing it to a country under
dictatorship.
Francis, 78, has said before that he would be ready
to resign instead of ruling for life if he felt he could
not continue running the 1.2 billion-member Church
for health or other reasons.
'Let's be clear. The only one who cannot be
substituted in the Church is the Holy Spirit,' the
Argentinian-born pontiff told 30,000 people at a
rally of Christians at the Vatican today. He added:
'There should be a time limit to positions [in the
Church], which in reality are positions of service.'
Making clear his comments were not confined to
the clergy, Francis added: 'It is convenient that all
[positions] in the Church should have a time limit.
'There are no leaders for life in the Church. This
occurs in some countries where a
dictatorship exists.'
[Ed: bet St Peter wishes he’d thought of that…]

Vatican City, Jul 13, 2015 (CNA/EWTN News) -
Responding to waves of controversy after receiving
a “communist crucifix” – a carving of Christ crucified
on a hammer and sickle – from Bolivian president
Evo Morales, Pope Francis said [during an in-flight
news conference on his July 12 overnight flight
from Paraguay to Rome] he took no offence, but
understands the work as “protest art.”

[Ed: the offence of
blasphemy is directed
against God, not the
Pope or any other
human being. It’s a
common error to think
blasphemy is a matter
of personal offence.
It’s not. We object to

blasphemous images, plays, films etc. because they
offend God, not ourselves.]

Where Are
They Now?

Roving Reporter

Liam Jenkinson, one of our activist readers in
England contacted  Catholic Truth to say how he was
shocked to discover a sealed package from
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF International) in his
copy of the Catholic Herald. He had spoken with MSF
on the phone, and was told that they provide
abortions, condoms, the  contraceptive pill,  and
morning after pill.   A quick visit to their website
confirms their policy of  remaining free  from all
“powers” including “religious powers”
(visit http://www.msf.org/msf-charter-and-principles)
Since, God is the “religious power” who has revealed,
through His natural law of which the Catholic Church
is the guardian, that abusing His gift of procreation
by any and all of these means is gravely sinful, the
gentleman wondered how this organisation is
permitted to advertise for support in a Catholic
newspaper. He telephoned the Catholic Herald, and
Catholic Truth emailed. To his credit, the Editor of
the Catholic Herald, Luke Coppen, replied promptly
to assure us that the Herald would no longer to taking
these advertisements from MSF International.
Kudos to Liam Jenkinson for taking the initiative on
this.

Over the years, we’ve been asked by readers to
update them on the various dissenting priests who
have been the subject of some of our past reports,
Shortage of space - and lack of a first-hand source,
up-to-date information - means that we can’t give
detailed reports, but here’s the best we can do for
now, from the public record…
Fr Stephen Connolly, Archdiocese of Glasgow,
refused to speak to our researcher (although he was
polite) - and instead redirected her to the Director of
Communications for the archdiocese, Ronnie
Convery, who stuck to the “no comment” theme
when asked to confirm the information passed to us
indicating that this priest was apparently a partnered
homosexual.  Later, we learned, Fr Connolly left the
active ministry and, although spotted at various
events, is not now, to the best of our knowledge,
“working as a priest”.
Fr Gerry Livingstone, the Aberdeen priest who was
initially brought to our attention following his

Footnotes:
1 Photos of (former) Fr Gerry Livingstone participating in
Anglican services are included in the Gallery on the website
of All Saints, Twickenham.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/twickenhamallsaints/168
55553609/
2 See website http://catholic.lu/parish-priest/
2 http://zurich.britishresidents.ch/regions/romandie-
east/churches/roman-catholic-mission/
3 http://www.catholicchurchlausanne.org/
4 Forth 2 radio presenter priest under investigation after
two women accuse him of lewd behaviour, Daily Record,
17/12/14.
5 Pope John XXIII Parish at St Nicolas de Flue… The
English-speaking Roman Catholic Parish of Geneva !
https://www.johnxxiii.ch/?page_id=215

In his homily, delivered at his installation on 28/5/15,
the new Bishop of Arundel & Brighton, Richard Moth,
praised his predecessor, who resigned from office
following public exposure of his adultery: “…Bishop
Kieran, whose contribution in the field of
evangelisation within the Diocese and beyond has
been very significant.”
[Ed: well, that’s one way of putting it…]

New Bishop of
Arundel &
Brighton

attendance at a Civil Partnership “celebration” is
reportedly living with the vicar in the Anglican
presbytery of All Saints, Twickenham in England.1
He replied very honestly to our emailed enquiries as
follows: I am happy to confirm that I am no longer
an active member of the Catholic Church, and
therefore no longer an active priest of the Diocese
of Aberdeen. Furthermore, I am happy to confirm
that I am not, and have not for a very, very long time,
been in receipt of any financial support from the
Catholic Church. In the light of these simple facts, I
fail to see how my private domestic arrangements
(whatever and wherever they may be) should be of
any legitimate interest to you. [Ed: I can take a  hint!]

Fr Ed Hone, Redemptorist ran a “gay” support group
(which we reported) and was published in a
prominent Scottish newspaper disagreeing with the
then Archbishop of Glasgow, Mario Conti on the
subject of homosexuality. Anyway, formerly of St
Patrick’s Redemptorist church in Edinburgh,  Fr
Hone is now parish priest of Hollerich, and chaplain
to the English-speaking Catholic community in the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 2 [Ed: very grand!]

Fr Steve Gilhooley, a priest formerly of the
Archdiocese of St Andrew’s & Edinburgh, supplied
us with lots of material during his employment as a
priest-columnist for an Edinburgh newspaper, where
he mercilessly attacked Catholic beliefs and
practice, even shockingly mocking Our Lady on at
least one occasion that springs to mind - all with the
public support of Cardinal Keith Patrick O’Brien who
praised him when replying to letters of concern from
the laity.  Fr Gilhooley has now - like Fr Hone -  taken
to foreign shores. After a dramatic exit from the
active ministry, and an apparently failed attempt to
find a secular career in Ireland, he is now ensconced
as the Director of the British Residents’ Association
of Switzerland 2 and “ministering” in the parish of
Our Lady of Faith church there.3

Fr Andrew Monaghan, listed as an Honorary
Canon on the website of the Archdiocese of St
Andrew’s & Edinburgh, remains the named Parish
Priest of St Mary’s, Pathhead, with no further news
of the outcome (if any) of the police investigation
following historic claims of abuse by two women.4
Our reports, over a period of years, centred on his
work as an Agony Uncle on radio, where he
dispensed immoral advice/showed approval of
abortion, “gay” rights, cohabitation etc. Cardinal
O’Brien refused all criticism of this priest, insisting
that he was “doing God’s work and the Pope’s.”
Fr Paul Friel is a Glasgow priest who made the
headline on our front page, way back in 2002: “He
who loves father, mother, son, daughter, husband,
wife or FOOTBALL more than Me, is not worthy of
Me…”  (Issue no. 20, July, 2002) Seems he, too,
ran for the hills - to Geneva to be precise…5

The fore-going is an incomplete list of the clergy who
have featured in our newsletter over the years, but
due, primarily, to shortage of space it’s the best we
can do for now. Editor asks that we pray for all of
these priests, and for the others who have been the
subject of our reports in the past.
Ed: I can’t resist pointing out that, while the Scots
hierarchy is having to “bus” missionaries from the
four corners of the earth, Scots priests can’t seem
to wait to get away to foreign shores. Nice work if
you can get it.

N O T I C E . . .
Please pray for the repose of the soul of

Robert Coyle McGlame (93)
(Father of Norah, our Treasurer;

and long-time supporter of Catholic Truth)

Who died on 15th June, 2015,
after a lengthy illness.

 Holy Mass has been offered
for the repose of his soul.

May he rest in peace.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/twickenhamallsaints/16855553609/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/twickenhamallsaints/16855553609/
http://catholic.lu/parish-priest/ 
http://catholic.lu/parish-priest/ 
http://zurich.britishresidents.ch/regions/romandie-east/churches/roman-catholic-mission/
http://zurich.britishresidents.ch/regions/romandie-east/churches/roman-catholic-mission/
http://www.catholicchurchlausanne.org/
http://www.catholicchurchlausanne.org/
http://www.catholicchurchlausanne.org/
https://www.johnxxiii.ch/?page_id=215
https://www.johnxxiii.ch/?page_id=215
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Faith &
Morality
Matters

Keep Calm
and Ask

Aunt
Evangeline

Besides, there are two other conditions which must
be present in an infallible definition. The Pope must
be speaking ex cathedra - in the role of his office as
the ruler of all Christians, the  universal teacher and
supreme judge of the Church - not simply as a
private theologian or even as the head of a Roman
congregation or tribunal. He must also pronounce
his teaching in such a way as to make clear his
intention to bind in conscience all Catholics
throughout the world and for all future ages.

The Pope will often use certain formulaic
expressions to indicate that he is
officially addressing the whole
Church (e.g., “We declare,
define, pronounce…”) and that
he is binding every member of
the Church in conscience to give
an assent of faith to his definition
(e.g., “If anyone should deny this,
let him be anathema”).  Pope
Pius IX’s 1854 definition of Our
Lady’s Immaculate Conception
is a classic example:

“We declare, pronounce and define that the
doctrine which holds that the most Blessed
Virgin Mary, in the first instant of Her
conception, by a singular grace and privilege
granted by Almighty God, in view of the merits
of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the human race,
was preserved free from all stain of original sin,
is a doctrine revealed by God and therefore to
be believed firmly and constantly by all the
faithful.

“Hence, if anyone shall dare - which God forbid!
- to think otherwise than as has been defined by
Us, let him know and understand that he is
condemned by his own judgment; that he has
suffered shipwreck in the faith; that he has
separated himself from the unity of the Church;
and that, furthermore, by his own action he
incurs the penalties established by law if he
should dare to express in words or writing or by
any other outward means the errors he thinks
in his heart.” 2 End of section on Papal
Infallibility.

However, John and Clare, I suspect your difficulty
in discussion stems in part from the problem of
telling the difference between infallible dogmas and
other theological questions. Here’s what Fr Gruner
writes:

“As the name implies, the definitions mark out the
boundaries dividing the Church’s infallible teachings
(the dogmas of Faith) from theological questions
which are legitimately open to differences of
opinion, as well as from outright heresies. The
definitions show us precisely where the boundaries
are. Let’s look at another very recent example. The
Church has always taught that the Blessed Virgin
was bodily assumed into Heaven at the end of her
earthly life, but the question of whether or not she
died has been the subject of a longstanding
discussion (divided for the most part between
Eastern and Western centres of thought).
When Pope Pius XII solemnly defined the dogma
of Our Lady’s Assumption (in 1950), he purposely
did not bind the Church in regard to the question of
whether or not Our Lady had died. The Holy Father
basically indicated in his definition, “I’m not

John & Clare write…

We sometimes struggle in discussions with friends,
Catholics and non-Catholics alike, because we are
unsure of our ground when it comes to explaining
the Pope’s authority.  Is he infallible every time he
speaks about faith and morals (as we were taught)
or is there more to it? We find it difficult to reconcile
some of the things Pope Francis says.  We thought
that not even the Pope could change the teaching
of the Church on anything to do with faith or morals.
We’d appreciate your advice on this.

Aunt Evangeline replies…
You are absolutely correct. Not even a pope is
permitted to change the teachings revealed by God.
(It would be helpful to read  p.10 before reading this
page).
In fact, I think I might cheat a bit here, and simply
reproduce the section “When Is the Pope Infallible?”
From Fr Gruner’s excellent book Crucial Truths To
Save Your  Soul (for how to order see page 10).
Father Gruner asks: “Is every statement that a Pope
makes, an infallible definition?” And replies to his
own question as follows…

“No. Not at all! We must know that…solemn, formal
definitions of the Extraordinary Magisterium always
must satisfy several precise conditions.

Most Catholics are aware that papal infallibility is not
a constant clairvoyant gift, making the Pope right
about everything he says and does. Here is how the
dogma of papal infallibility was defined (infallibly) by
Blessed Pope Pius IX in 1870, during the First
Vatican Council:

“We… teach and define that it is a divinely
revealed dogma, that the Roman Pontiff, when
he speaks ex cathedra (that is, when, acting in the
office of shepherd and teacher of all
Christians, he defines, by virtue of his
supreme apostolic authority, doctrine
concerning faith or morals to be held by
the universal Church), possesses
through the divine assistance
promised to him in the person
of St Peter, the infallibility with
which the divine Redeemer
willed his Church to be endowed in defining
doctrine concerning faith or morals; and that
such definitions of the Roman Pontiff of
themselves are irreformable, not because of the
agreement of the Church. But if anyone
presumes to contradict this Our definition (God
forbid that he do so): let him be anathema”. 1

So, we see that the Pope’s charism or gift of
infallibility is limited in a number of ways. First of all,
it pertains only to matters of faith and morals. But
we could fill libraries with papal writings on subjects
other than faith and morals.  Obviously, not every
statement within all of the Popes’ homilies,
Encyclical Letters, General Audience discourses,
Apostolic Letters and Exhortations, Briefs, Bulls, and
speeches is an infallible definition.

addressing that issue here. You are free to believe
one way or the other about whether Our Lady
suffered death, as your own piety and understanding
lead you.”  Notice how carefully he phrased his
definition so as to leave this point open to debate
and discussion:
“We pronounce, declare, and define it to be a
divinely revealed dogma, that the Immaculate
Mother of God,  the ever virgin Mary, having
completed the course of Her earthly life, was
assumed body and soul into heavenly glory.
Hence, if anyone, which God forbid, should dare
wilfully to deny or call into doubt that which We
have defined, let him know that he has fallen
away completely from the divine and Catholic
Faith.”3

We see, then, that the defined dogmas of Faith - the
teachings de fide definita - form a catalogue of
Christian doctrines carrying the Church’s highest
degree of authority and certainty. We find solemn
definitions of the dogmas of the Immaculate
Conception, the Perpetual Virginity, the Divine
Maternity, and the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin;
the number and necessity of the Sacraments; the
Real Presence of Our Lord in the Blessed
Sacrament; the hierarchical constitution of the
Church; Papal Primacy and Infallibility, to name a
few of the teachings challenged by Protestants.

We look to the solemn definitions for clear
enunciations of the Catholic Faith, with the
assurance that these formulations - phrased
precisely as they are - carry the Holy Ghost’s
promised protection from any error. They are
infallible and every Catholic (whether Pope, bishop,
priest or layman - theologian and ditch-digger alike)
must conform his beliefs to these infallible norms.
End of section on Distinguishing Dogma from
Open Theological Questions.

Perhaps the most important thing to emphasise in
your discussions, John and Clare, is that there can
never be any “new dogmas”.  As Father Gruner puts
it - and I’ll close with this, hoping I’ve answered your
question:
“Many Catholics today (…even churchmen) have
lost their sense of dogma. They no longer even
understand that the Church’s teachings are a
Deposit of Faith… that these teachings have been
given to us by God as an unchanging revelation…
From the 1st Century to the 21st Century, there have
been no new teachings added to the Deposit of
Faith, and no original teachings outmoded or
“revised”. God does not contradict Himself. The
teachings that He has revealed are as true today as
they always were and always will be. The Deposit
of Faith is also a closed body of teachings. General
Revelation ended with the death of St John, Our
Lord’s last living Apostle. So it is impossible that the
Church could ever propose a new doctrine that was
unknown to prior Christians, or which in any way
contradicts or revises what the Church has
previously taught.” 4

Footnotes:
1 Dz. 1839, 1840; D.S. 3073-3075
2 Dz. 1641, D.S. 2803
3 Dz.2333, D.S.3903, emphasis added.
4 Fr Gruner, “No New Dogmas”, Crucial Truths To Save
Your Soul, p. 42.
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Bishop Dan D. Lyons              Congregation for Correspondence

Goodness: a priest attacking the
Archbishop of Dublin for not
telling people to vote against
same-sex marriage. What on
EARTH… Did he really  expect the
Archbishop to interfere with the
country’s democratic process?
We need to keep God, I mean the
Church, out of politics - didn’t
he learn that, if nothing else, in
seminary… before we closed it
down?

Next thing you know, he’ll be
saying should have spoken out,
as well.  Where will it all end?
Still, “Live & Let Live” that’s what
I say. Maybe we’ll send him to
Scotland to search for the lost
sheep… there’s no shortage of
sheep in the Orkney Islands so
that will do nicely.

That’ll be “a wee reality check” for
!

Busy-Body Priests                                                 Reality check

Thank you for inviting me to contribute to your Language course
despite all the bad publicity I’ve received, along with my brother
bishops, for having ignored correspondence from concerned
Catholics over the years. The key thing to remember is, of course
that these “concerned” Catholics are concerned about all the wrong
blankety blank things (if you’ll excuse my colourful language, LOL!)

When correspondents ask about LGBT rights and women’s issues
and when they enthusiastically seek to pursue the new evangelisation
by ditching the old one, then any bishop worthy of his mitre, will
reply. It’s that simple. So, my key contribution to your language
course is twofold. Firstly, mind your language when you’re around
bishops (LOL !) And secondly, always answer letters that you agree
with. That way, you can’t go wrong. Right?
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Dear Reader …
From the editor...

2004 Desecration
of St Patrick’s Church,

Glasgow

The Parish Priest of St. Patrick’s Anderston
[Fr Gerry Nugent] did not need permission
from the Archdiocesan Authorities to allow
a concert of what might be called Sacred
Music to take place over two nights in his
church… 1

Archbishop Mario J. Conti

There are people who are seeing heresy,
schism and abuses all around them. The ones
I’m thinking of have no understanding of
genuine ecumenism, nor of the way in which
our Lord himself taught us how to behave.
His strongest condemnations were reserved
for the Pharisees, for the way in which they
thought themselves as justified by keeping to
the Letter of the Law while condemning
everyone else for minor breaches of it. Please
do not be led astray by such persons. 2

Archbishop Mario J. Conti

ANGELIKA Kluk, the Polish student whose body
was found concealed beneath the floor of a
Glasgow church, died as the result of a "horrific
and very, very violent attack", police revealed
yesterday. As detectives announced they are
treating the 23-year-old's death as murder,
churchgoers and members of the Polish
community in Scotland voiced their remorse and
anger at her death. Some left floral tributes outside
St Patrick's Church in the Anderston area of
Glasgow… (Angelika was victim of ‘horrific’
violence say police, The Scotsman Newspaper,
2/10/06) 3

Footnotes:
1 Extract from letter  dated 30/5/04 from Archbishop Conti,
in reply to a parishioner who expressed her concerns about
the Buddhist concert in St Patrick’s.
2 ibid.
3 Unfortunately, few, if any, joined up the dots to connect
this murder to the desecration of St Patrick’s in 2004, let
alone trace it to the generally apostate condition of the
archdiocese, and the wider Church in Scotland.

The Scots Bishops are dressing up the disastrous
state of the Church in Scotland as if it were some
kind of religious “trial” sent by God to test our faith.
Archbishop Tartaglia of Glasgow, commenting on
the fact that Scotland is now a mission country,
requiring priests from overseas to teach us the Faith
(which is what missionaries do) says: These are
undoubtedly testing times for the Church. In these
circumstances we need always to look with the eyes
of faith to Jesus who tells us that we must not be
afraid and who calls us to trust in him.
Er… Not in these circumstances, He doesn’t.  We
need to be “afraid”, big time as we watch the
disintegration of Catholicism take place before our
very culpable eyes, with Christ’s last words on this
earth ringing in our ears: “Go into the whole world,
baptising them in the Name of the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost.” Two thousand years on, we, in
Scotland, have failed to do that. “Afraid”  is the least
of our worries. Read p.10 & 18, and try “terrified”.
It’s just not true to say that Jesus “calls us to trust in
Him” as if, no matter what we do, He will sort it out.
Fidelity comes first, then we can talk about “trust”. If
we seek to live in fidelity to His teaching, as handed
on to us from the Apostles, then we may trust in His
Divine Providence to see us through our various
personal trials and tribulations, by providing sufficient
grace for us - not by way of a “magic wand” solution.
But if, as a people, we think we know better than
God, then check out the Old Testament. It’s not
pretty - summed up:  if we wish to restore our
covenant relationship with God, Father, Son and
Holy Ghost, then we need to repent and start over,
as did the unfaithful ancient Hebrews. Fidelity, not
trust is the pre-requisite...
The Pope and Bishops need to repent for imposing
the entirely secular spirit of the Second Vatican
Council on the faithful, when the very idea that
Christ’s Church must be “modernised” is a heresy -
a heresy which has resulted in the widespread loss
of divine and Catholic faith, at every level in the
Church.

To use the words of the fathers of Trent, it is certain
that the Church "was instructed by Jesus Christ
and His Apostles and that all truth was daily taught
it by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit." Therefore, it
is obviously absurd and injurious to propose a
certain "restoration and regeneration" for her as
though necessary for her safety and growth, as if
she could be considered subject to defect or
obscuration or other misfortune. Indeed these
authors of novelties consider that a "foundation
may be laid of a new human institution," and ... that
what was a divine thing "may become a human
church."

MIRARI VOS (On Liberalism and Religious
Indifferentism) Pope Gregory XVI )
Encyclical of Pope Gregory XVI promulgated on 15
August 1832, # 10.

Scotland is now officially recognised anew as a
mission country, because of this heresy - a heresy
which can also be traced directly to  Ireland’s  vote
for same-sex marriage in May, 2015 and to the
annihilation of the Catholic religion in nation states
around the world.  Like all heresies, this one turned
truth on its head, taking us back to missionary status
instead of forward in the holiness of Catholic

Tradition.
In his very first newspaper interview, the then new
Archbishop of Glasgow, Mario Conti, announced that
“he is still afflicted by doubt” … He is quoted as
saying: “I have doubts, particularly relating to the
after-life.” 1

There appears to be no awareness on the part of the
former archbishop that entertaining doubts about
what God has revealed is a grave sin against Faith.
Involuntary (unwanted) doubts, if cultivated, can lead
to spiritual blindness, or so the Church has always
taught.2  Nowadays, however, doubting God’s word
has become a mark of “intelligence”, the sign of a
free spirit, a “radical” in the best sense of the word.
As members of the human race we may assume the
pose of wounded animals if anyone doubts our
veracity, but God? Well, He’s fair game. “With friends
like these” goeth the proverb: “who needs enemies?”
Let’s be clear, then: scandal-ridden Scotland is not
designated mission territory because of the scandals
we’ve suffered. Allow me to repeat what I wrote in
my editorial in issue no. 77, May, 2013, following the
resignation of Cardinal O’Brien: The fact is, it’s not
sin or sexual weakness that cannot be tolerated
within the Church - that’s why we have Confession:
it’s the toleration of heresy and apostasy that
threatens the future of the Catholic Church in
Scotland.”
The scandals, in other words, are merely a symptom
of the disease, which is apostasy. We have said over
and over again in these pages that the Scots Bishops
do not hold to - believe - the truths of the Catholic
Faith; they’ve, in fact, apostatised, and that’s why
Scotland is real mission territory once more.
Archbishop Conti may be alone in announcing his
preference for Catholicism Light in a popular national
newspaper, but the evidence is there, in every
diocese: the Faith is gone.  Still, no need to apologise
for mocking us, dubbing us diehards who just
wouldn’t get with the Vatican II programme. We’re
the ones who don’t need any missionary to re-
educate us in the Catholic religion, take note.
 Which reminds me…Archbishop Tartaglia promises
“to find suitable priests from wherever” (p.1)
Sorry, but I do not believe him. There are, after all,
a number of “traditional” priests who would happily
provide the sacraments at this time of crisis. The
SSPX chapel in Glasgow is far too small for the
congregation there, for example. Yet, a female
Protestant  minister is more likely to be invited to
preach at a Catholic pilgrimage than would
Archbishop Tartaglia offer one of his redundant
churches to those traditional priests. Oops! A female
Protestant Minister DID preach at a Catholic
pilgrimage! (p.14) Well, then, let’s issue a challenge
to the Archbishop of Glasgow, to invite the SSPX to
dispense the sacraments in any church scheduled
for merger, closure or demolition. Stand by: pun
coming…Wouldn’t that beat handing  another church
building over to be used as a boxing club? 3

“I have come to Scotland to un-teach heresy and to
save souls” St John Ogilvie SJ.
Footnotes:
1 Rome’s Quiet Radical, The Scotsman, 15/1/03 quoted in
Catholic Truth: Archbishop Conti Proclaims his Doubt and
Dissent in Scotsman Newspaper Interview, Issue No. 23,
February, 2003.
2 Catechism of the Catholic Church # 2088.
3 All Saints, Barmulloch, Glasgow was “saved from
demolition” when the local community took it on to re-
house their boxing club.
http://www.bcdcglasgow.co.uk/premises%203.htm

Catholic Truth led rosary outside the
church during this Buddhist concert.

Catholic Truth distributed leaflets outside
the church to discourage Catholics from
attending this Buddhist concert.

http://www.bcdcglasgow.co.uk/premises%203.htm
http://www.bcdcglasgow.co.uk/premises%203.htm

